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Abstract

A systematic investigation and comparison of near-surface marine wind speed obtained from 
in situ and satellite observations, atmospheric reanalyses and regional atmospheric hindcasts
with reanalysis driven regional climate models (RCMs) is presented for the eastern North
Atlantic and the North Sea.

Wind speed retrievals from two remote sensing data sets, namely QuikSCAT and the Hamburg
Ocean Atmosphere Parameters and Fluxes from Satellite (HOAPS) data set, are found to give
good representation of observed near-surface wind speed. The value of the root mean squared
error (RMSE) for all co-located HOAPS and in situ wind speed data is 2 m/s, while it is 1.8 m/s
for QuikSCAT demonstrating that QuikSCAT's mission requirement of providing wind speed
with an RMSE of 2 m/s is met for the eastern North Atlantic and the North Sea. QuikSCAT shows
a slightly better agreement with observed instantaneous wind speed and its frequency distribu-
tion than HOAPS. In contrast, HOAPS wind speed is available for a much longer period and is
therefore the more suitable product for climatic studies or investigations of trends in wind speed.

The capability of two state-of-the-art RCMs (with and without spectral nudging applied) to add
value for surface marine wind fields in comparison to the reanalysis wind speed forcing is assessed
by the comparison with in situ wind speed observations in the eastern North Atlantic in 1998. The
comparison of the 10 m wind speed forecasts from the NCEP/NCAR and NCEP/DOE-II reanaly-
ses with in-situ observations demonstrates the implausibility of the latter forecast resulting in its
non-consideration in the added value assessment. The added value is investigated for instanta-
neous wind speeds (relevant for case studies) and their frequency distribution (relevant for e.g.,
extreme value statistics and estimations of wind potential). The observations are discriminated into
groups according to their proximity to land and assimilation status, meaning whether they are
assimilated into the reanalysis or not.

For open ocean areas no value added to the reanalysis forcing is found by the use of the RCMs
neither for instantaneous wind speed nor its frequency distribution. The RCMs add value in the
wind speed frequency distribution in coastal areas, especially for higher wind speed percentiles.
In case of rough coastal areas with a complex orography added value is indicated also in the
instantaneous wind speeds. In comparison to the unnudged simulation the spectrally nudged 
simulations better represent both observed instantaneous wind speed and its frequency distribution.
An influence of the observations' assimilation status on these findings can not be seen.



Windgeschwindigkeit im Nordatlantik – Vergleich von Messungen und Modellen

Zusammenfassung 

Für das Gebiet des östlichen Nordatlantiks und der Nordsee werden oberflächennahe marine
Windgeschwindigkeiten von in situ- und Satellitenbeobachtungen, atmosphärischen Reanalysen
und regionalen atmosphärischen Rekonstruktionen mit Regionalklimamodellen (RCMs) untersucht
und systematisch miteinander verglichen.  

Die fernerkundeten Windgeschwindigkeiten von QuikSCAT und HOAPS (Hamburg Ocean
Atmosphere Parameters and fluxes from Satellite data) zeigen eine gute Übereinstimmung mit
in situ-Beobachtungen. Der RMSE zwischen in situ- und HOAPS-Windgeschwindigkeiten liegt bei
2 m/s, für QuikSCAT liegt er bei 1,8 m/s. QuikSCAT zeigt eine leicht bessere Übereinstimmung mit
dem beobachteten „instantanen“ Wind und dessen Häufigkeitsverteilung. HOAPS ist für einen
längeren Zeitraum erhältlich als QuikSCAT und damit eher geeignet für die Untersuchung von
Trends der Windgeschwindigkeit und Klimastudien.

Die Fähigkeit zweier RCMs (mit und ohne Verwendung des spektralen Nudgings), im Vergleich
zur antreibenden Reanalyse einen Mehrwert für marine Windgeschwindigkeiten zu erzeugen,
wird durch den Vergleich mit in situ-Messungen untersucht. Die Mehrwertuntersuchung wird für
„instantane“ Windgeschwindigkeiten (relevant für Einzelfallstudien) und deren Häufigkeits-
verteilungen (relevant z.B. für Extremwertstatistiken und die Abschätzung des Windpotentials)
durchgeführt. Auf Grund der unplausiblen 10-m-Windvorhersage der NCEP/DOE-II-Reanalyse
wird die NCEP/NCAR-Reanalyse für die Mehrwertanalyse herangezogen. Die in situ-Beobachtungen
werden im Zuge der Untersuchung bezüglich ihrer Küstennähe und der Assimilation in die 
Reanalyse unterteilt.

An küstenfernen Stationen ergibt sich mit der gewählten Untersuchungsmethode für die bodennahe
Windgeschwindigkeit kein Mehrwert durch die Benutzung von RCMs. In küstennahen Gebieten
generieren die RCMs allerdings einen Mehrwert in der Häufigkeitsverteilung, insbesondere für die
höheren Perzentile. In Küstengebieten mit stark gegliederter und komplexer Orographie wird ein
Mehrwert auch für den „instantanen“ Wind sichtbar. Im Vergleich zur ungenudgten Simulation
zeigen die spektral genudgten Simulationen eine bessere Übereinstimmung mit dem beobachteten
„instantanen“ Wind und dessen Häufigkeitsverteilung. Diese Resultate sind unabhängig davon,
ob die jeweils betrachtete Windbeobachtung in die Reanalyse assimiliert wurde.

Manuscript received / Manuskripteingang in TKP:  26. Februar 2008
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The scope of this work is:

• a comparison of different existing data sets of near-surface marine wind
speed for European waters, namely the Northeast Atlantic and the North
Sea, regarding their quality with respect to

– instantaneous values and,

– their frequency distribution.

• to elaborate on the added value of near-surface marine wind fields derived
from regionally and dynamically downscaled global reanalyses compared to
the reanalyses themselves.

Europe and the adjacent waters of the eastern North Atlantic and the North Sea
lie within the mid-latitude storm track and are therefore particularly prone to
mid-latitude cyclones. Extreme wind speeds and heavy precipitation linked with
these cyclones can seriously affect both the adjacent coastal and inland regions.
For example, Central Europe was hit by three violent storms in December 1999,
which claimed more than 130 lives and caused about 13 billion Euro of total
economic losses. The gust wind speeds recorded from the three winter storms
’Anatol’, ’Lothar’ and ’Martin’ were around 50 m s−1 or 180 km h−1 (Ulbrich
et al., 2001). The winter storm Lothar on 24-26 December 1999 was one of the
most harmful storms in Central Europe in the last decades causing huge damage
to buildings and forests in France, Southern Germany, Switzerland and Austria.
More than 50 people were killed in the storm (Wernli et al., 2002).

Storms over sea cause storm surges and high waves and thus form a hazard
to navigation, coasts and marine infrastructure among others. The winter gale
’Britta’ on the 1 November 2006 led to individual wave height reaching up to 18
m in the North Sea, damaging the measurement platform FINO at this level. Sev-
eral ships got into distress in both the North and the Baltic Sea with the freighter

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

”Finnbirch” capsizing. Both Anatol and Britta caused severe storm surges. Im-
proved coastal protection measures currently reduce the damage to human life and
public and private assets as compared to earlier devastating floods in Hamburg
in 1962 and the Netherlands in 1953 (e.g., Gerritsen 2005; Jung et al. 2004, 2005).

For the design and the maintenance of coastal protection measures, long and
homogeneous time series of wind, waves and surge are necessary, to derive their
statistics (in especially extreme value statistics) and to analyse long-term changes
and trends. Additionally, these time series are needed for a variety of applica-
tions, e.g. the design and maintenance of offshore installations such as platforms
and wind farms.

However for marine areas, long and homogeneous data sets are rare, also for the
Northeast Atlantic and the North Sea. Time series of in-situ wind speed measure-
ments (e.g. from buoys, platforms, rigs, lightships) are usually short and local.
While wind speed retrievals from satellites can give a broader spatial picture of
the wind field, they are available only for even shorter periods. Alternatively,
global reanalyses or regional atmospheric hindcasts driven by reanalyses are fre-
quently used as a reality substitute, but they are limited to periods for which
reliable weather analyses can be provided (typically since about the 1950’s).

Despite their shortcomings, all data sets are commonly used to assess e.g. statis-
tics of extreme events. However, a systematic investigation and comparison of
near-surface marine wind speed from all these products is lacking for European
waters. The first major outcome of this study will be the comparison of different
existing products of near-surface marine wind speed regarding their quality with
respect to instantaneous values and their frequency distribution in the Northeast
Atlantic and the North Sea. Emphasis is given to a comparison of the wind speed
retrievals of two remote sensing data sets, namely QuikSCAT and the Hamburg
Ocean Atmosphere Parameters and Fluxes from Satellite (HOAPS) data set, with
in-situ wind, which has, it appears, not been previously attempted. Elaboration
of the advantages and disadvantages of all investigated data sets will also be pre-
sented.

In the case of missing or insufficiently homogeneous data regional atmospheric
hindcasts are frequently used as a reality substitute, either to analyse long-term
changes and trends (e.g., Fowler and Kilsby 2007; Weisse et al. 2005) or as forc-
ing for other, e.g. hydrologic, wave or storm surge models (e.g. Gaslikova and
Weisse 2006; Sotillo et al. 2005; Federico and Bellecci 2004; Kim and Lee 2003).
Regional atmospheric hindcasts are usually obtained from regional climate mod-
els (RCMs) driven by global reanalyses. This method of deriving smaller-scale
information with a limited-area, high-resolution model using boundary conditions
from a global model (such as a reanalysis) is called dynamical downscaling. How-
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ever, it remains unclear whether or not dynamically downscaled wind speed adds
value to the wind speed directly obtained from the reanalysis. Thus, a simple,
but unanswered question, is addressed.

Does the dynamical downscaling approach add value for near-surface marine wind
fields in comparison to the reanalysis wind speed forcing?

The question is examined using two different state-of-the-art RCMs, namely
REMO (REgional MOdel) and CLM (Climate Local Model), utilizing both the
conventional and the spectral nudging approach. The added value is investigated
for instantaneous wind speed (relevant for case studies) and its frequency distribu-
tion (relevant for e.g., extreme value statistics and estimations of wind potential).

The definition of added value used in this study is:

• For instantaneous marine surface wind speed: The RCM adds value to the
reanalysis, if the 10 m wind speed obtained from the RCM hindcast shows
a better agreement with measured instantaneous wind speed at 10 m height
than the wind speed of the forcing reanalysis.

• For marine surface wind speed frequency distributions: The RCM adds
value to the reanalysis, if the 10 m wind speed obtained from the RCM
hindcast shows a better agreement with observed 10 m wind speed frequency
distributions than the wind speed of the forcing reanalysis.

To judge if a RCM provides more realistic wind fields in this respect, both RCM
and reanalysis wind speed are compared with in-situ data from buoys, ships and
platforms in the eastern North Atlantic and the North Sea.

The Thesis is structured as follows. The different wind speed data sets are in-
troduced in Chapter 2. First the set of in-situ surface marine observations is
described. The second part of this chapter discusses the basic concepts of remote
sensing focusing on wind speed retrieval from SSM/I and the SeaWinds radiome-
ter, the instruments used in the HOAPS and QuikSCAT data sets. Finally the
reanalyses and hindcasts with the RCMs REMO and CLM are presented.

In Chapter 3 the wind speed from QuikSCAT and HOAPS are compared to
observations. In Chapter 4 the concept of added value is introduced and the
method to determine it is explained. Following that, the added value of the hind-
casts in comparison to the reanalysis forcing is assessed including a discussion of
the results. In Chapter 5 an outlook on how QuikSCAT and HOAPS can be used
in the added value assessment is presented.

Section A in the appendix introduces some properties of the wind field in the
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North Atlantic considered to be helpful for the understanding of this thesis. The
different scales of motion are introduced and the composition of the Planetary
Boundary Layer and the effects of stability on the vertical wind profile are ex-
plained. Some effects of ocean-atmosphere and land-sea interaction are described.

Section B.1 introduces the spectral nudging technique after von Storch et al.
(2000) which is applied in the SN-REMO and CLM hindcasts used in this study.
Due to an unresolved compatibility issue between the NCEP/NCAR Reanaly-
sis and the REMO preprocessor, both STD-REMO and SN-REMO hindcasts
are forced with the NCEP/DOE-II Reanalysis from March 1997 onwards. This
change in reanalysis forcing may cause inhomogeneities. Elaboration on this issue
is made in Chapter B in the appendix.



Chapter 2

Data Sets

This Chapter introduces the different marine surface wind speed data sets used
in this study. In-situ surface marine wind speed is typically measured at a height
of 10 m or, if measured at other heights, is usually converted to 10 m, especially
in wind speed comparison studies. Furthermore, wind speed retrieval algorithms
of satellite products are tuned to provide 10 m wind speed. Consequently, 10
m wind speed is employed in this analysis as measure for surface marine wind
speed.
Wind speeds at 10 m height obtained from the following sources are used:

• in-situ observations,

• two satellite wind speed sources: the Hamburg Ocean Atmosphere Param-
eters and Fluxes from Satellite (HOAPS) data set and retrievals from the
QuikSCAT mission satellite,

• the NCEP/NCAR-Reanalysis (NRA R1) and NCEP-DOE Reanalysis II
(hereafter: NRA R2),

• two regional atmospheric hindcasts with the Regional Climate Model (RCM)
REMO, one standard simulation without spectral nudging applied (STD-
REMO) and one with spectral nudging applied (SN-REMO),

• one regional atmospheric hindcast with the RCM CLM, with spectral nudg-
ing applied,

The temporal and spatial dimensions of these surface marine wind products are
given in Table 2.1.

The wind speeds given by the different products are averages over certain time
intervals, which for the reanalyses and the RCMs are equivalent with the model’s
integration time step. While HOAPS and QuikSCAT measure microwave radi-
ation almost instantly, the incoming radiation is averaged over a wide area as

5



6 CHAPTER 2. DATA SETS

Table 2.1: Description of the different wind speed data sets: The time interval and the
area over which the wind speed is averaged is given. The temporal resolutions with
which the data are submitted and the periods for which the data were available for this
study are also listed. For further explanations see text.

Data time interval Resolution Availability
for averaging spatial temporal

in-situ 10-17 min point 1h 1998, 2002
HOAPS inst. ≈ 50 km 0-6/day 1987 - 2005
QuikSCAT inst. 12.5x12.5 km 0-2/day 1999 - present
NRA R1 20 min 1.875x1.875◦ 6h 1948 - present
NRA R2 20 min 1.875x1.875◦ 6h 1979 - present
SN-REMO 5 min 0.5◦x0.5◦ 1h 1948 - 2006
STD-REMO 5 min 0.5◦x0.5◦ 1h 1989 - 1999
CLM 4 min 0.44◦x0.44◦ 1h 1998

depicted by the spatial resolution. Thus HOAPS and QuikSCAT wind speed
retrievals cannot be considered as instantaneously measured wind speeds. Fur-
thermore HOAPS’ resolution is dependent on the detected frequencies within the
different microwave channels, as will be described later (see Table 2.3). The wind
speed comparison is limited to the periods of the data sets with the lowest data
availability, which are the in-situ observations (measurements from all considered
in-situ stations were available for 1998 only, for some in 2002 in addition). In 1998
and 2002 the multi-satellite product HOAPS combines up to six overflights per
day, which, depending on the amount of rain contaminated measurements, can
result in between zero and six wind speed measurements per day. The QuikSCAT
satellite only delivers two overflights per day, but it’s wind speed product has a
much finer resolution than HOAPS. While the spatial resolutions of the RCMs
are comparable to HOAPS, their temporal resolution is higher, as they deliver
one wind speed value per hour. The 10 m wind speed forecast of both reanalyses
have, by far, the coarsest resolution both in space and time, their integration time
step of 20 min is also considerably larger than those of the RCMs. Nevertheless,
they have the highest availability periods and the RCMs depend on them for
boundary conditions and forcing.

The different data sets will be described in detail hereafter.
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Figure 2.1: Locations of wind speed observations (obs) over land sea masks of NRA R1
(left) and REMO (right, rotated coordinate system).

2.1 In-situ surface marine observations

The in-situ surface marine wind speed observations used in this study are de-
picted in Figure 2.1 over the underlying land sea masks of the NCEP/NCAR
Reanalysis and the RCM REMO. The discrimination of the observations, as il-
lustrated by the different symbols and colours, are discussed in detail in Chapter
4. The wind speed data from the buoys K1, K5 and RARH and the light ships
Channel (Chan), Greenwich (GRW) and Sandettie (Sand) were obtained from
the UK Meteorological Office (Met Office). Wind speed measurements at the
oil rigs F3 and K13 came from the Dutch Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch
Instituut (KNMI), at the oil rig Frigg from the Norwegian Meteorologisk institutt
(DNMI). The German institutions Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD) and Bunde-
samt für Seeschifffahrt and Hydrographie (BSH) delivered data from the light
ships Ems and Deutsche Bucht (DeBu) and the North Sea Buoy II (NSBII). The
observations are described in Table 2.2.

It is important to note that more surface marine wind speed observations exist
for the North Sea and the eastern North Atlantic. Obtaining this data, however,
is difficult and time consuming as it has to be ordered from different institutions
of the adjacent countries. Furthermore each institute uses different measurement
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Table 2.2: Marine wind speed observations, their location, platform type and measure-
ment height zobs.

Name lon ◦E lat ◦N Type zobs

K1 -12.4 48.7 buoy 3 m
K5 -11.7 59.2 buoy 3 m
RARH -9.9 57.0 buoy 3 m
Frigg 2.1 59.9 rig 95 m
F3 4.73 54.85 rig 59 m
NSBII 6.33 55.0 buoy 10 m
K13 3.2 53.2 rig 74 m
Ems 6.35 54.17 ship 10 m
DeBu 7.45 54.17 ship 10 m
Chan -2.9 49.9 ship 14 m
GRW 0.0 50.5 ship 14 m
Sand 1.8 51.1 ship 14 m

systems and data formats. In most cases the obtained data were not checked
for errors. Despite all these drawbacks the data are, depending on the insti-
tution, often not without cost for scientific use. The combined effect of these
handicaps is that the marine surface wind speed measurements in the eastern
North Atlantic and the North Sea have been rarely considered in any wind speed
comparison studies. Consequently this study is perhaps the first that combines
marine surface wind speed measurements from the five institutions from four
countries mentioned for a detailed wind speed comparison in the eastern North
Atlantic.

These limitations meant only 12 wind speed observations were used in this study.
Furthermore, data from all 12 stations were available only for 1998. The year
1998 was chosen, simply because the wind speed observations available prior to
this study had a maximum temporal overlap in 1998. Obtaining both additional
wind speed observations or more measurement years was considered an dispropor-
tionate effort due to the reasons mentioned above. Additional data was acquired
solely for 2002 for the comparison with wind speed retrievals from the QuikSCAT
mission satellite which started operations in 1999. The year 2002 was also chosen
for data availability reasons.

All in-situ data were checked for errors. Unplausible wind speed data were re-
placed by error values. As listed in Table 2.2, most in-situ wind speeds were
measured at heights other than 10 m. As it was decided upon that wind speed
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be at 10 m height as measure for surface marine wind, these wind speeds had to
be converted from the anemometer height to 10 m height. The wind speed data
obtained from KNMI and DNMI (K13, F3 and Frigg) were already converted to
10 m with constant factors based on the logarithmic wind profile and a constant
sea roughness. For this study wind measurements from the Met Office buoys and
light ships were converted using the COARE bulk flux algorithm in version 3.0b
after Fairall et al. (2003). Bulk flux algorithms represent the interfacial turbulent
fluxes of momentum, sensible heat, and latent heat in terms of the bulk meteoro-
logical, near-surface variables of wind speed, air temperature, humidity, and the
sea surface temperature through empirical transfer coefficients. Consequently, in
addition to the wind speed, air temperature, relative humidity and sea surface
temperature data were obtained for the Met Office buoys and light ships for the
conversion of the wind speed to 10 m height after Fairall et al. (2003). Records
with unplausible wind speed, air and sea temperature were not converted and
thus not considered in the analyses. The influence of the relative humidity on the
wind speed conversion is minor as compared to the air-sea temperature difference
(e.g. Babin and Thompson 2000, their Figure 2). Therefore, if relative humidity
data was missing, a relative humidity of 75 % was assumed, which is a typical
value given by the in-situ observations.

2.2 Satellite Data

Surface marine wind speeds from two satellite data sets are used in this study,
stemming from the Hamburg Ocean Atmosphere Parameters and Fluxes from
Satellite (HOAPS) data set and from retrievals from the QuikSCAT mission satel-
lite. HOAPS’s and QuikSCAT’s wind speed are based on measurements with
several Special Sensor Microwave/Imagers (SSM/I’s) and the SeaWinds scat-
terometer, respectively. Both HOAPS and QuikSCAT retrieve the wind speed
by measuring the sea surface roughness, either directly (QuikSCAT) or indirectly
(HOAPS). The next sections describe the basic principles and methodologies be-
hind these conversions.

In general, satellite marine surface wind speed data are transformations of
electromagnetic radiation signals detected by sensors onboard of satellites. The
electromagnetic radiation received at the antenna has three principal sources:
black body radiation emitted from the earth surface, reflected solar radiation
and energy pulses emitted by satellite radars. The spectral radiance Lν emitted
by a black body is given by Planck’s equation

Lν(ν, T ) =
2hν3

c2
· 1

exp(hν/kBT ) − 1
. (2.1)
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Figure 2.2: Spectral Radiance Lν emitted from black bodies at different temperatures.
For microwaves Lν depends linearly on temperature (Rayleigh-Jeans approximation),
the frequency of maximum radiance follows Wien’s displacement law.

where ν is the frequency, T is the absolute temperature, c is the speed of light, h
and kB are the Planck and Boltzmann constants, respectively. Three important
quantities can be derived from Planck’s equation, which is depicted in Figure 2.2.
First the total emitted radiance increases with T 4, known as Stefan-Boltzmann
Law. Second, by setting the first derivation of Planck’s equation to zero, Wien’s
displacement law can be derived. Thus, λmax and νmax, the wavelength and
frequency of maximum radiance can be determined for any black body with
λmax = 2879 μm K / T and νmax = 5.87 · 1010 Hz K−1 · T respectively. The
maximum black body radiance of the earth with T = 300 K is therefore emitted
at wavelengths around 10 μm (at frequencies around 20 THz) which is in the
thermal infrared.

Third, for long wavelengths λ satisfying the inequality hc/λkBT � 1, which
is the case for microwaves emitted from the earth, the spectral radiance Lν is a
linear function of temperature and the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation holds:

Lν =
2ν2kB

c2
· T. (2.2)

The Rayleigh-Jeans approximation enables the radiative transfer equation to be
written in form of brightness temperatures instead of radiances.

The properties of the received radiation also depend on the way it is altered
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by its propagation through the atmosphere. Due to reflection and absorption
within the atmosphere, remote sensing is conducted in certain bands in the visi-
ble (VIS), infrared (IR) and microwave wavelength range. Remotely sensed wind
speed data is only obtained within the microwave bands, where microwaves oc-
cupy the part of the electromagnetic spectrum between 1 - 500 GHz in frequency,
or 0.3 m - 1 mm in wavelength.

The main advantage of microwave instruments is that microwave radiation nat-
urally emitted or reflected from the Earth’s surface and lower layers of its atmo-
sphere is only minimally influenced by non-precipitating clouds. This permits sea
surface roughness to be evaluated, and with it, wind speed to be retrieved under
all weather conditions except heavy rain (e.g. Executive Summary in Barrett
et al. 1997).

Microwave instruments are classified as active or passive instruments. Passive
instruments, such as the Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) observe ei-
ther reflected solar radiation or the naturally emitted blackbody radiation. In
contrast, active measurements are made by radars that transmit pulses of energy
towards the ocean surface, then receive the backscatter, so that the radar provides
its own illumination. Active microwave instruments include imaging radars (the
Synthetic Aperture Radar or SAR), directed, pulsed vertical beams (altimeter),
several pulsed fan beams or rotating pulsed beam (scatterometers).

Microwave instruments, such as the passive SSM/I and the active SeaWinds
instrument on the QuikSCAT mission satellite, directly or indirectly measure the
small scale roughness of the ocean surface, which is assumed to be in equilibrium
with the wind stress at the ocean surface. The same wind speed at a given height
z above the sea surface can result in varying wind stress at the surface. This
difference is due to the turbulence occurring between z and the surface, which
is determined by the stability of the atmosphere. The same wind speed at z
would lead to a higher (lower) near surface wind speed in an unstable (stable)
atmosphere as turbulence is increased (suppressed) and the momentum is more
easily (heavily) transferred from z to the surface.

In-situ observations measure the actual wind speed at the height of the anemome-
ter. Since the direct comparison with microwave winds is erroneous, the in-situ
winds are usually converted to a 10-m equivalent neutral-stability wind (e.g.
Freilich and Dunbar 1999; Ebuchi et al. 2002; Pickett et al. 2003; Chelton and
Freilich 2005). This is the wind speed, that for a given surface stress, would be
observed at a height of 10 m, assuming that the atmosphere is neutrally stable.
Thus it can be considered to be a measurement of surface stress expressed in
units of wind speed (Mears et al. 2001, p. 7ff). The model functions of SSM/I
and QuikSCAT are directly or indirectly tuned to the 10-m equivalent neutral-
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stability winds determined from buoy measurements. Therefore HOAPS and
QuickSCAT wind measurements represent neutral stability 10-m wind.

The SSM/I and QuikSCAT’s SeaWinds instrument are introduced in more detail
in the following sections, their capabilities and limitations in providing informa-
tion on wind speed are discussed.

2.2.1 SSM/I & HOAPS

Table 2.3: The channel abbreviation includes the information about its capability to
measure vertically or horizontally polarized radiation (V=Vertical, H=Horizontal), e.g.
the channel ”19V” measures vertically polarized radiation at frequencies around 19.35
GHz. Its integration time of 7.95 ms results in footprint sizes of 70 km cross-scan and
45 km along-scan.

Center Center Integration Footprint Size
Frequency Wavelength Time Cross-Scan Along-Scan

Channel (GHz) (mm) (ms) (km) (km)
19V 19.35 15.49 7.95 70 45
19H 19.35 15.49 7.95 70 45
22V 22.235 13.48 7.95 60 40
37V 37.0 8.10 7.95 38 30
37H 37.0 8.10 7.95 38 30
85V 85.5 3.51 3.89 16 14
85H 85.5 3.51 3.89 16 14

The US Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) has operated with a num-
ber of replacements on the US Department of Defense Meteorological Satellites
Program (DMSP) satellites since June 1987. All DMSP satellites are in a near
polar, sun synchronous orbit, meaning that throughout the year each orbit crosses
the equator at the same local time of day, at an altitude of approximately 830 km
above the earth with an orbital period of about 101 minutes. Sun-synchronous
orbits are described in terms of their daytime equatorial crossing times and their
inclination, which is about 98.8◦ for all DMSP satellites. The SSM/I is a coni-
cally scanner that operates with an incidence angle of θ = 53◦. The radiometric
characteristics of the seven SSM/I channels are listed in Table 2.3.

The choice of the SSM/I channels was motivated by both the position of specific
microwave bands, where the atmosphere is mostly transparent, and absorption
bands, where the terrestrial radiation is attenuated through molecular absorp-
tion/emission. The absorption bands of oxygen and water vapour are distin-
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Figure 2.3: Transmission of the atmosphere in the microwave range, taken from Ulaby
et al. (1981).

guishable in Figure 2.3. In the frequency range of 1-15 GHz and in the 35 GHz
window the atmosphere is practically transparent, even in the presence of clouds
and light rain (Fennig 2001, p. 8f), which allows for the measurement of surface
properties such as vegetation and marine wind speed (Goodberlet et al., 1989).
Furthermore the water vapour content of the atmosphere can be determined by
measurements around the center of the water vapour absorption band at 22.2 GHz
(Schluessel and Emery, 1990). With measurements in the 90 GHz window the
columnar liquid water content can be derived, as the scatter of terrestrial radiance
at cloud droplets and rain drops is very effective in this frequency range (Bauer
and Schluessel, 1993). While the ocean emits polarized radiation, the emissions
from the atmosphere are unpolarized. With the measurement of both horizon-
tally and vertically polarized radiation atmospheric emissions can be identified
and the original surface emissions can be derived (Schluessel and Luthardt, 1991).

One complete conical scan takes 1.899 seconds, the active scan area is limited
to an angle of 102.8 degrees corresponding to scanned arcs and a 1400 km swath
on the Earth’s surface. Complete coverage of the earth is provided every two to
three days, except for small patches near the poles. Each scan (arc) is separated
by 12.5 km along the ground track direction. The footprint for each SSM/I fre-
quency is an ellipse with the cross scan axis (being parallel to the satellite ground
track only in the precise center of the SSM/I scan) and the along-scan axis as
major and semi-major axes. Their sizes are displayed in Table 2.3 (for a more
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detailed description of the SSM/I please refer to Davis 1999).

The emissivity of open calm sea water is relatively low and increases with fre-
quency from 0.4 (at 19 GHz) to 0.6 (at 85 GHz). The range of sea surface
temperatures from 270 K to 310 K leads to brightness temperatures from 150 K
at 19 GHz to 240 K at 85 GHz. Calm open ocean appears to the SSM/I as a
cool, homogeneous, polarized background. The presence of clouds, rain, water
vapor, wind or surface roughness changes the ocean signal substantially which
allows their accurate measurement (Davis, 1999)

Wind blowing across the water surface roughens the surface and produces foam,
both effects increase sea surface emissivities. Capillary waves cause the greatest
changes in microwave emissivity as they are approximately the same size as the
microwave wavelengths. They are very responsive to changes in wind speed being
quickly created by small gusts and dissipated in calm winds. The sensitivity of
the SSM/I to wind at low speeds is due primarily to the effect of capillary waves
on microwave emissivity. The effect from capillary waves saturates at 12-15 m/s.
Above these speeds the effect of foam is dominant. For wind speeds greater than
15 m/s the majority of the energy due to wind speed detected from the orbiting
SSM/I may be due to foam, whose emissivity, under the right conditions, can
approach unity.

As brightness temperatures are increased by surface roughness, any phenomenon
that roughens the surface could result in erroneous wind speeds. Rain is the
most common culprit. Wind speed is not accurate in areas of heavy rain and
even light rain will degrade the signal. The degree to which wind speed estimates
are degraded by rain is indicated by the rain flag (Davis, 1999).

The total amount of extinction of the surface emission caused by spherical and
near-spherical water droplets as primary components of low- and mid-altitude
clouds (cumulus, stratus etc.) increases with the thickness and water content of
the cloud. Thick clouds with a high water content have high emissivities, too.
Thus the signal from the surface is not only masked but replaced by denser clouds.

HOAPS

The Hamburg Ocean Atmosphere Parameters and Fluxes from Satellite (HOAPS)
data set is a multi satellite product over the global ice free oceans (Table 2.4).
All variables are derived from SSM/I measurements, except for the SST which
stems from the NODC/RSMAS Pathfinder data set. To derive the HOAPS data
set the different contributing SSM/I instruments were intercalibrated using F11
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Table 2.4: HOAPS is a multi satellite product consisting of measurements from all avail-
able SSM/I instruments providing utilisable data. The DMSP satellites with SSM/I
instruments and the time span they are used in the HOAPS-3 data base, as determined
by the start and end dates, are listed. Their equatorial crossing time (ECT) is given as
Local Time (LT) or Local Solar Time (LST). NOTE: F10 did not achieve the desired
orbit, as a result the equator crossing time is increasing by approximately 45 minutes per
year (see http://daac.gsfc.nasa.gov/guides/GSFC/guide/dmsp f10.gd.shtml)

satellite start date end date ECT (local solar time)
F08 1987-07-09 1991-12-31 06:17 a (LT)
F10 1991-01-07 1996-12-31 22:09 a (LT)
F11 1992-01-01 1999-12-31 18:25 a (LT)
F13 1995-09-01 2005-12-31 18:33 a (LST)
F14 1997-06-01 2005-12-31 19:08 a (LST)
F15 2000-03-01 2005-12-31 21:05 a (LST)

as reference satellite and the method described in Fennig (2001). The wind speed
algorithm in the current HOAPS-3 data set uses a neural network to derive the
wind speed at 10 m height above the sea surface from SSM/I measurements. It
consists of 3 layers: an input layer with 5 neurons (brightness temperatures from
the 19V, 19H, 22V, 37V, 37H channels, described in Table 2.3), a hidden layer
with 3 neurons and an output layer with one neuron (wind speed). The net-
work was trained with a composite data set of buoy measurements and radiative
transfer simulations.

Pixels containing substantial atmospheric contamination (rain) are filtered
in HOAPS to avoid mis-detection of wind speeds. The detection is done by
brightness temperature thresholds for 19 and 37 GHz channels. If one of these
thresholds is exceeded the corresponding pixel is flagged and wind values are not
calculated. For rain rates above 6 mm/h all pixels are flagged (Andersson, per-
sonal communication).

Three HOAPS-3 data sets are available, HOAPS-G and HOAPS-C can be ob-
tained from the CERA database at http://cera-www.dkrz.de/CERA/:

• HOAPS-G: The default spatial resolution of HOAPS-G is 0.5 degrees on a
global grid. Pentade, monthly and climatological monthly means are avail-
able, consisting of multi-satellite averages including all SSM/I instruments
available at the same time.

• HOAPS-C: This data set contains 1 degree twice daily globally gridded
multi-satellite composite products, providing high temporal resolution. Each
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grid-cell contains data from only one satellite pass, there is no average from
two or more satellites

• The HOAPS-S data set contains all retrieved physical parameters in the
original SSM/I scan resolution for every individual satellite. HOAPS-S data
is used as input to obtain HOAPS-G and HOAPS-C and is not provided
with the CERA data base but only on request via email for specified limited
time periods.

Only, the HOAPS-S data set is used for direct comparisons with observation
data in this study. For a more detailed description of HOAPS-3 please refer to
Andersson et al. (2007a,d,c,b) or the HOAPS website at www.hoaps.org.

2.2.2 QuikSCAT

The US launched the SeaWinds scatterometer on the QuikSCAT mission satel-
lite in 1999. The description of its working principle follows Martin (2004) and
Ulaby et al. (1982). The SeaWinds scatterometer is an active microwave radar
with dual-beam, conical scan 1 m diameter reflector (rotating dish) antenna, op-
erating in Ku-band at 13.402 GHz. At this frequency the atmosphere has a very
high transmissivity (as depicted in Figure 2.3). The inner beam operates at HH
polarization (only horizontally polarized radiation is transmitted and detected)
at an antenna look angle of 40◦ and an incidence angle of 47◦. The outer beam
operates at VV, an antenna look angle of 46◦ and an incidence angle of 55◦. The
SeaWinds instrument has a total swath width of 1800 km, with a swath width of
900 km on both sides of the satellite ground track.

Following Chelton et al. (2001) for a perfectly transmissive atmosphere and a
non-emitting surface and in the special case of a narrow beam scatterometer
pointed at the ocean surface and a small enough field-of-view (FOV) of area
ΔAFOV the radar equation can be written as

σ0 = (ΦR/ΦT )
[
R4

0(4Π)3
]
/
[
λ2G2

0ΔAFOV

]
(2.3)

where σ0 is the normalized radar cross section (NRCS), ΦR/ΦT the ratio of re-
ceived to transmitted power at the antenna, R0 the distance between antenna and
surface, G0 the boresight antenna gain and λ the wavelength of the radar pulse.
With the antenna properties and the FOV known, σ0 is a measure for surface
properties as the small scale sea surface roughness which in turn is a measure for
the local wind.

However, in reality Equation 2.3 is too simplified and corrections for atmospheric
attenuation and the contributions from the various emission terms must be in-
cluded in the σ0 retrieval, as the received power ΦR is the sum of the received
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Figure 2.4: Conceptual design of the dual-beam SeaWinds scatterometer: In the darker
parts of the swath, the wind solution is determined from four looks, in the light parts
from two looks. Taken from Martin (2004), who adapted it from an unpublished figure
of Michael Freilich.

power that is attenuated Φ′
σ and the thermal noise ΦTN :

ΦR = Φ′
σ + ΦTN . (2.4)

ΦTN is in turn the sum of the instrument noise ΦN and the sum of environmental
emissions ΦB. As a reminder: While the latter is noise for scatterometers, it is
the measured signal of passive microwave instruments such as the SSM/I.

The wavelength and incidence angles of the SeaWinds microwaves is such that
they are primarily backscattered by centimeter-sized ripples (capillary waves).
The density and distribution of ripples respond very quickly to changes in winds
and has relatively little sensitivity to larger waves, making it very practical for
determining surface winds and wind stress (Weissman et al., 2002). Furthermore
a series of experiments (e.g. Jones and Schroeder 1978) had shown that small
scale surface roughness and resultant σ0 are generated locally and are indepen-
dent of fetch and swell height. However, in their comparison of buoy wind speed
in the range of 9 to 12 m/s with QuikSCAT Ebuchi et al. (2002) found a weak
positive correlation of the wind speed residuals (QuikSCAT-buoy) with the sig-
nificant wave height and the inverse wave age implying that higher and older
dominant wind waves may cause enhanced radar backscattering under the same
wind conditions.

While for instruments with near nadir incidence angles (θ <≈ 10◦) the backscat-
ter decreases with increasing wind speed (as the increasing roughness scatters
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more radiation away from the receiving antenna), the return of instruments with
θ >≈ 15◦, such as the SeaWinds Scatterometer, increases with u due to Bragg
scattering. Bragg resonance occurs if a surface wave component exists with a λw

equal to half the surface projection of the radar wavelength λ or a multiple of it:

λw = n · λ/(2 sin θ), n = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . (2.5)

Incoming radar radiation scattered incoherently at surface wave components that
fulfill Equation (2.5) add coherently to a strong return at the antenna. Given
that the wind generates a continuous spectrum of short ocean waves, resonant
waves are generally present. As surface roughness increases with wind speed,
Bragg scatter increases with u.

Wind speeds can be determined from multiple SeaWinds measurements of σ0

if the functional relation between σ0 and the near surface wind is known. The
most general description of this relation, called the geophysical model function (or
model function) gives σ0 as a function of the polarization P (either HH or VV),
wind speed u, incidence angle θ and wind direction (here as φR the azimuthal
angle relative to the wind direction):

σ0 = f(P, u, θ, φR), (2.6)

As the two beams of the SeaWinds scatterometer have constant incident angles
and polarizations, σ0 is merely changed by u and φR. After Martin (2004) (and
references therein) for constant u and fixed θ and polarization, the σ0 dependence
on φR is commonly described by an empirically derived truncated Fourier series
called the two-cosine function

σ0P = A0P (1 + A1P cos φR + A2P cos 2φR + . . .), (2.7)

where the subscript P again stands for polarization and the coefficients are em-
pirically derived by the comparison between the scatterometer winds and other
satellite and surface data sets.

Figure 2.5 shows the dependence of σ0 on wind speed and direction for the
QuikSCAT model function. The radar return resembles a cosine function as
described by Equation (2.7). The increased return with higher u due to Bragg
scattering is also visible. The radar return is highest for upwind and downwind
directions that coincide with the occurrence of the largest wave slopes for these
directions (Cox and Munk, 1954). This difference in the upwind and crosswind
σ0, called the upwind/crosswind ratio, permits the retrieval of the wind direc-
tion. The upwind return is a bit higher than the downward return, called the
upwind/downwind asymmetry. It is largest for small wind speeds and can be ex-
plained by the presence of foam and the growth of parasitic short capillary waves
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Figure 2.5: The SeaWinds Geophysical Model Function for the inner beam (left, with
incidence angle θ=47◦ and polarization P=HH) and outer beam (right, θ=55◦, P=VV).
The wind speed is given in m s−1 as numbers below the curves of constant wind speed.
The upwind direction is at φR=0◦, downwind at φR=180◦. c©Michael Freilich

on the downwind faces of longer waves (Martin 2004, p.280). This asymmetry
makes the retrieval of a unique wind solution possible.

In this study the Level 2B 12.5 km Composite (CP12) data set is used. From
σ0 measurements the CP12 wind speed is determined in 12.5 km squares, the
so called wind vector cells (WVCs). The CP12 data are provided as 152 WVCs
across the satellite’s path, consisting of 144 WVCs across the swath (1800 km
/ 12.5 km = 144) and six additional WVCs at the end of each WVC row to
allow for occasional measurements outside the swath. Each WVC contains up
to four possible wind vector solutions. These solutions are ranked according to
a maximum-likelihood estimator based on the backscatter measurements (Long
and Mendel, 1991). From this ranking, a single wind vector is then selected using
an ambiguity-removal algorithm. This algorithm employs a modified median fil-
ter technique (Shaffer et al., 1991) that makes a selection based on three factors:
ranking from the maximum-likelihood estimator, consistency with a NCEP nu-
merical weather product and agreement with the surrounding (7x7) WVCs. The
cross-track WVC location has an influence on the accuracy of the wind speed
solution, however Ebuchi et al. (2002) found this dependence to be insignificant.

2.3 Reanalyses and hindcasts with RCMs

Three regional atmospheric hindcasts are used in this study. The SN-REMO and
STD-REMO hindcasts were generated and described by Feser et al. (2001). The
CLM hindcast was provided by the Regional Atmospheric Modelling group at
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GKSS. All hindcasts are initialized and forced with reanalyses. The reanalyses
and the models and the model setup of the hindcasts are described in the following
sections.

2.3.1 Reanalyses

The global reanalysis of atmospheric fields from National Centers of Environmen-
tal Prediction (NCEP) and National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)
involves the recovery of land surface, rawinsonde, pibal, aircraft, satellite, surface
marine (ships, buoys, oil rigs, C-man platforms) and other data (Kalnay et al.
1996, Kistler et al. 2001). These data are quality controlled and assimilated with
a data assimilation scheme that is kept unchanged over the reanalysis period
to eliminate perceived climatic changes due to changes in the data assimilation
scheme.

In Figure 2.6 a schematic diagram of the assimilation system is represented as
described in Kanamitsu (1989). In the NCEP/NCAR-Reanalysis (NRA R1) the
original optimum interpolation (OI) step is replaced by the spectral statistical
interpolation (SSI), a three dimensional variational analysis after Parrish and
Derber (1992) and Derber et al. (1991).

Steps Component Input/Output Form of the Fields

18Z

Forecast Sigma level spherical coefficients

1. 00Z Pre-processing

Observation correction Values at obs. points (pressure)

2. 00Z OI Analysis/SSI

Analysis correction Values on analysis grids (pressure)

3. 00Z Update

Analysis Sigma level spherical coefficients

4. 00Z Initialization

Initialized Sigma level spherical coefficients

5. 00Z Forecast

Forecast Sigma level spherical coefficients

00Z Pre-processing

Figure 2.6: Diagram of the NCEP assimilation scheme, adapted from Kanamitsu
(1989). In the NCEP/NCAR-Reanalysis the SSI is used instead of the OI.

Briefly the reanalysis assimilation scheme works as follows: The 6h forecast
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started from the previous analysis serves as the first-guess field. In the SSI
step, differences between the assimilated observations and the first guess-field are
determined, which deliver the analysis correction. The analysis is updated with
the analysis correction in the next step. The initial field for the next 6h forecast
is determined from the analysis in the fourth step. Finally the forecast creates
the guess for the next analysis step. The forecast model used is the T62/28-level
NCEP global spectral model. The details of the model dynamics and physics are
described in NOAA/NMC (1988), Kanamitsu (1989) and Kanamitsu et al. (1991)

The observation data gathered for the assimilation comes from many different
sources. Prior to the assimilation they are preprocessed and reformatted into a
uniform BUFR-format. PREPBUFR-files (BUFR events archive) in which the
assimilation status of observations into the NRA R1 is given, were obtained from
NCAR for utilization in the determination of added value in Chapter 4.

In addition two NRA R1 data sets, provided by the NOAA-CIRES Climate Di-
agnostics Center (USA) from their Web site at http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/, were
used:

• The global atmospheric NRA R1 as forcing for the regional simulations.

• The forecast 10 m horizontal wind speed components valid 6 hours after the
reference time on a T62 gaussian grid with a resolution of 1.875◦ x 1.875◦

for the comparison with modelled and observed 10 m wind speeds.

The NCEP-NCAR Reanalysis is available from 1948 to present, the newer re-
analysis from NCEP and the Department of Energy (DOE), the NCEP-DOE
Reanalysis II (NRA R2), is available from 1979 to present. The NRA R2 pro-
vided upgrades to the forecast model and a diagnostic package (Kanamitsu et al.,
2002). Off these changes in the NRA R2, the implementation of the Hong-Pan
planetary boundary layer non-local vertical diffusion scheme (Hong and Pang,
1996), a smoothed orography and the different convective parameterizations may
cause changes in the wind speed relative to NRA R1. NRA R2’s forecasted 10
m horizontal wind components valid 6 hours after the reference time are used for
the comparison with modelled and observed 10 m wind speeds, too. It is given
on the same T62 gaussian grid as the NRA R1 forecast.

2.3.2 Regional Models and Model Setup

REMO is a regional hydrostatic atmospheric model (Jacob and Podzun, 1997).
It has been developed from the Europa-Modell (EM) of the German Weather
Service/Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD), its dynamics are based on the primitive
equations in a terrain-following hybrid coordinate system with 20 vertical lay-
ers. The prognostic variables of the model are surface pressure, specific humidity,
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Figure 2.7: Model domain of both SN-REMO and STD-REMO. c©B. Geyer

liquid water, and horizontal wind components. REMO is set up in its climatic
mode using the same parameterization scheme as in the global climate model
ECHAM4 (Roeckner et al., 1996). Vertical diffusion and turbulent surface fluxes
are resolved from Monin-Obukhov theory after Louis (1979).

To allow nearly equally spaced grid boxes the spherical coordinate system is
rotated with the equator in the centre of the model area. The modelled domain
consists of 81 x 91 grid boxes with a horizontal resolution of 0.5◦ (≈ 50 km).
Feser et al. (2001) generated the current 58-year (1958 - 2006) central european
hindcast by forcing REMO with the NRA R1 atmospheric global reanalysis with
the spectral nudging method after von Storch et al. (2000) applied. Elaboration
on the spectral nudging method is made in section B.1 in the appendix. Feser
et al. (2001) applied spectral nudging from the 850 hPa level upwards with in-
creased nudging with height. The nudging parameter was set to α = 0.05.

In addition to this spectrally nudged REMO simulation (SN-REMO), a stan-
dard REMO simulation (STD-REMO), utilizing the conventional approach to
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drive RCMs, is examined in this study. STD-REMO is available from 1989 to
1999. The North Pole for both hindcasts is at 35◦N, 170◦W, the modelled do-
main covers almost the whole eastern North Atlantic and is depicted in Figure
2.7. Apart from the spectral nudging both simulations have an identical model
set up. This allows an assessment of the spectral nudging approach regarding the
quality of simulated near-surface marine wind fields.

In addition, a simulation with CLM (Böhm et al., 2006) is used in this study,
which allows the investigation of the effects of different RCMs on the added value
assessment. CLM is the climate version of the non-hydrostatic Local Model (LM)
provided by the German Weather Service (DWD). Physics and dynamics of the
CLM are taken from the operational weather prediction model LM (Doms et al.
2005, Doms and Schättler 2005). The spectrally nudged CLM simulation was run
with a higher nudging parameter α = 0.5 on a rotated coordinate system with
105 x 115 grid boxes, a resolution of 0.44◦x0.44◦ and a North Pole at 39.25◦N,
162◦W. It is initialized and updated at the lateral boundaries every six hours by
the NRA R2.

All three simulations deliver diagnostic 10 m wind speed, meaning that the 10
m wind speed is calculated from the prognostic wind speed at the lowest model
level, being 32 m for both REMO simulations and 34 m for CLM.
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Chapter 3

Comparison of in-situ wind speed
with HOAPS and QuikSCAT

Marine near-surface wind speed measurements are rare, especially far offshore.
For wide areas in the eastern North Atantic and the North Sea no in-situ mea-
surements exist. Satellite wind speed retrievals are available over the global
oceans and have the potential to reduce that information gap. Therefore, sev-
eral national weather services started to assimilate satellite wind speed retrievals
to improve weather forecasts or plan to do so. Several remote sensing instru-
ments exist, that can deliver wind speed: e.g. altimeters, synthetical aperture
radars (SAR), scatterometers, such as the SeaWinds scatterometer onboard the
QuikSCAT satellite, and the SSM/I’s utilized in the HOAPS data set.

However, all satellite instruments have their drawbacks. Their measurements are
typically disturbed by rain. At best, two overpasses of the same satellite occur
over a certain region per day. Thus, the temporal availability of wind speed re-
trievals is very limited. Furthermore, satellites cannot retrieve wind speed within
a certain distance to the coast and in shallow seas.

This Chapter elaborates on the comparison of HOAPS and QuikSCAT with in-
situ wind speed. HOAPS is chosen because it is one of the longest data sets of
remotely sensed wind speed. QuikSCAT wind speed retrievals are chosen because
they give a better spatial resolution than HOAPS. The direct comparison of in-
situ wind speed with microwave winds is erroneous, as HOAPS and QuickSCAT
wind speed retrievals represent neutral stability 10 m wind, while in-situ obser-
vations, in turn, measure the actual wind speed at the height of the anemometer.
Therefore the in-situ winds are typically converted to the so called 10 m equiva-
lent neutral-stability wind following Liu and Tang (1996).

However, this study does not follow this approach, as the focus of this study is
not to judge the capability of HOAPS and QuikSCAT to measure 10 m equivalent

25
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neutral-stability winds. The focus is on the capability of HOAPS and QuikSCAT
to reproduce the measured 10 m wind, as given by the in-situ wind speed using
the COARE bulk flux algorithm in version 3.0b after Fairall et al. (2003) for the
stability and anemometer height correction. Thus the HOAPS and QuikSCAT
10 m neutral-stability winds are compared to 10 m winds at measured stability
conditions. For this comparison it is important to note, that in case of an un-
stable atmosphere QuikSCAT and HOAPS would tend to overestimate real 10 m
wind speed. Contrarily in the case of a stable atmosphere real 10 m wind speed
is underestimated.

However, the differences should be negligible for the following reason: In their
comparison of eleven years of SSM/I wind speed with 60 buoys, Mears et al.
(2001) converted the buoy wind to 10 m with the 10-m equivalent neutral-stability
wind method after Liu and Tang (1996) and also with the logarithmic wind pro-
file as described in Equation A.6. They found that the wind speed error due
to the stability differences in the two methods is only about 0.1 m/s. Chelton
and Freilich (2005) verified this secondary importance of atmospheric stability on
the comparison of scatterometer to buoy wind. Furthermore wind speed profile
measurements at the metmast FINO in the North Sea showed that stability con-
ditions are near-neutral half of the time (50% neutral, 34% unstable, 16% stable,
Kay Sušelj, University of Oldenburg, ForWind, pers. comment).

3.1 Comparison of HOAPS with in-situ wind

speed

The scope of this section is first to explain how HOAPS is compared to the in-situ
wind speed and second, to discuss the results of the comparison.

3.1.1 Method

The HOAPS-S data set (hereafter: HOAPS) from the current HOAPS-3 version
is used for the direct comparisons with in-situ wind speed in the year 1998, for
which in-situ data from 12 stations are available. The in-situ wind speed at 10
m height and that of HOAPS are co-located in space and time as follows: When-
ever the distance between the footprint center of a HOAPS wind speed pixel and
the in-situ observation is smaller than 0.3◦ in longitudinal and 0.2◦ in latitudinal
direction (approximately half the footprint size of the 37 GHz channel) and the
HOAPS record time is within 10 minutes from the in-situ observation time, the
HOAPS wind speed is compared to the in-situ data.

For most overflights several wind speed pixels fulfill the criterion. Typically one
would choose the closest HOAPS pixel for the co-location with the in-situ wind
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speed. Different to that approach all pixels fulfilling the criterion are co-located
here. That means for instance if two HOAPS wind speed pixels fulfill the crite-
rion, they are both co-located with the same in-situ wind speed. Consequently,
the same in-situ measurement would enter the comparison twice.

In-situ data of the lightships GRW, Chan, Sandettie and DeBu cannot be com-
pared with HOAPS, as all HOAPS wind speed retrievals within 50 km of any
land mass are masked, due to its disturbing influence on the signal at the SSM/I.
At the remaining 8 stations the instantaneous co-located wind speed data are
compared in 1998, regarding their respective annual means, the standard devia-
tion σ of each data set, as well as the correlation coefficient R and the root mean
square error (RMSE) between the two data sets. The RMSE is given by

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

n

n∑
i=1

(xi − yi)2, (3.1)

where x and y are the n co-located in-situ and HOAPS wind speed records. The
RMSE is related to the bias and the standard deviation of the differences between
the records of the two data sets σd by

RMSE2 = bias2 + σ2
d

= (xi − yi)
2 + (σ(xi − yi))

2. (3.2)

Henceforth the standard deviation of the differences σd is not used or displayed
in the comparison, since it can be easily derived from the bias and the RMSE by
this relation. Instead the standard deviation σ of the data sets will be compared,
for a data set x it is given by:

σ =

√√√√ 1

n − 1

n∑
i=1

(xi − x)2, (3.3)

where xi and x represent the individual records of the data set and their mean
value, respectively. The correlation coefficient R between x and y is defined as:

R =
1
n

∑n
i=1(xi − x)(yi − y)

σxσy

, (3.4)

where x and y are the mean values and σx and σy are the standard deviations of
x and y, respectively.

Furthermore HOAPS’ capability to reflect observed wind speed frequency dis-
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tributions is investigated by the means of quantile-quantile plots of the in-situ
versus HOAPS’ wind speed percentiles.

3.1.2 Results and Discussion

Instantaneous wind speed
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Figure 3.1: 3.1(a) shows the DMSP satellites’ overflight times for the co-located wind
speed records at Ems in 1998. 3.1(b) is a Scatter Plot of the co-located HOAPS and
in-situ wind speeds at Ems. Records originating from the different DMSP satellites are
highlighted in black (F11), blue (F13) and red (F14) in both plots.

Each DMSP satellite crosses the equator several times a day at the same local
solar time, thus their overflight times are limited to certain narrow time windows.
Consequently a single SSM/I instrument can not represent daily cycles in wind
speed, e.g. sea breezes. Although HOAPS combines the SSM/I measurements
of the DMSP satellites F11, F13 and F14 in 1998, the combined time window is
larger, but still constrained to four and a half hours in the morning and four and
a half hours in the evening, as shown in Figure 3.1(a). Hence there still is the
probability of missing daily cycles. Figure 3.1(b) illustrates that the intercalibra-
tion of the different SSM/I instruments after Fennig (2001) successfully avoids
any systematic wind speed bias between the different SSM/I instruments.

HOAPS tends to overestimate the annual mean wind speed at the open ocean sta-
tions while it gives a good representation of the mean wind speed in the German
Bight (NSBII, K13 and Ems), as depicted in Figure 3.2(a). At around 1.5 to 2.5
m/s, this bias is strongest for RARH, K5 and FRIGG. There is good agreement
between observed and HOAPS wind speed variability, as given by the standard
deviation in Figure 3.2(a).
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of the co-located HOAPS and in-situ wind speed measurements
in 1998. The mean wind speed is given in a) together with the standard deviation as
error bars (±σ). b) Number of co-locations and correlation coefficient and c) RMSE
between HOAPS and in-situ wind speed.

Correlation coefficients between in-situ and HOAPS wind speed are larger than
0.8. The lowest correlations are found at K5 and K13. The RMSE varies between
about 1.5 and 2.5 m/s, however at K5 the RMSE of 3.5 m/s is exceptionally high,
mainly caused by a strong wind speed bias.

The average RMSE of around 2 m/s is a bit higher than the average RMSE
found in earlier studies. For instance, Krasnopolsky et al. (2000) and Meng et al.
(2007) used neural network multiparameter algorithms for SSM/I ocean retrievals
and found RMSE values of 1.7 m/s and 1.48 m/s for wind speed. While Wentz
(1992) and Wentz (1997) found RMSE of 1.6 m/s and 1.3 m/s respectively, Mears
et al. (2001) found an overall bias of 0.11 m/s and RMSE of 1.25 m/s. Mears
et al. (2001) compared wind speed of around hundred bouys from the National
Data Buoy Center (NDBC) and the Tropical Atmosphere Ocean (TAO) project
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with SSM/I retrievals for a period of 11 years showing a regional dependence
of the SSM/I wind speed bias. Differentiated into several regions Mears et al.
(2001) determined RMSE values of 1.49 m/s for the western North Atlantic and
the Gulf of Mexico and 1.33 m/s for the North Pacific. One explanation for the
higher RMSE found in this study may be that the development of SSM/I wind
speed retrieval algorithms (including the HOAPS algorithm) and their tuning
was realized with the help of in-situ observations from the NDBC and TAO buoy
networks. As opposed to the mentioned studies, the in-situ measurements used
in this study have not been used in the tuning of the HOAPS and SSM/I al-
gorithms. Thus, the smaller RMSE found by other studies might be caused, at
least in part, by the comparison with data used in the SSM/I calibration process.
Another contribution to the RMSE error might stem from comparing HOAPS’
neutral-stability winds to 10 m winds at measured stability conditions. However,
as mentioned before, this contribution should be minor.

Wind speed frequency distribution

The wind speed frequency distribution is elaborated by means of percentile-
percentile or quantile-quantile plots (qq plots). In these qq-plots, as illustrated in
Figure 3.3, wind speed percentiles derived from HOAPS are plotted over observed
percentiles in steps of one percent percentiles.
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Figure 3.3: Percentile-percentile distributions of wind speed in 1998, measured (x-axis)
vs. HOAPS (y-axis) at a) RARH and b) Ems. The 99 dots represent the wind speed
percentiles in steps of 1 percent. Thus the first (last) dot represents the 1st (99th)
percentile and the wind speed below which one (99) percent of all in-situ and HOAPS
measurements can be found, respectively. In the ideal case of perfect agreement between
in-situ and HOAPS wind speed frequency distributions all percentiles would lie on the
bisector line.
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The positive bias of HOAPS in the open ocean is reflected in the percentile dis-
tribution, as depicted in Figure 3.3(a) for RARH, which is representative for the
other open ocean stations. The wind speed percentiles of HOAPS are in general
1 to 2 m/s higher than those measured at RARH, which corresponds with the
bias of around 1.5 m/s determined at RARH (Figure 3.2(a)). There is an appar-
ent saturation for the highest wind speed percentiles, where HOAPS’ wind speed
bias is lower or not existing. The saturation at the upper end of the wind speed
frequency distribution function is characteristic for HOAPS and may be due to
emissivity saturation because of foam and wave crest blow-off in mature seas.
Mears et al. (2001) found the same characteristics for a buoy in the Northwest
Atlantic (NDBC bouy 44004 as depicted in their Figure 5) but not in general for
their complete bouy-SSM/I intercomparison. In addition, wind speed retrievals
from SSM/I measurements with a multiparameter neural network showed under-
estimations of high wind speeds (Meng et al. 2007, their Figure 3a).

In the North Sea at K13, NSBII and Ems HOAPS better fits the observed dis-
tributions, exemplarily shown for Ems in Figure 3.3(b). This is in agreement
with the lower bias and the better representation of the wind speed variability
observed at these stations.

3.2 Comparison of QuikSCAT with in-situ wind

speed

This section is structured as follows: First the comparison method between
QuikSCAT wind speed retrievals and in-situ wind speed is described, afterwards
the results are presented and discussed.

3.2.1 Method

The wind speed of the QuikSCAT Level 2B 12.5 km Composite (CP12) dataset
is compared with marine 10 m wind speed observations in 2002. They are co-
located in space and time as follows. The CP12 WVC footprint is approximately
12.5 km x 12.5 km. Whenever the distance between the WVC center and the
in-situ observation is smaller than 0.1◦ in longitudinal and 0.06◦ in latitudinal
direction (approximately half the footprint size) and the WVC record time is
within 20 minutes from the in-situ observation time, the QuikSCAT wind speed
is compared to the in-situ data. If several WVC records can be co-located with
one surface measurement, the WVC record closest to the in-situ data location is
chosen for the comparison.

QuikSCAT, as compared to HOAPS, has the higher capability to retrieve wind
speed in nearshore areas. In the presence of in-situ data the co-location of
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QuikSCAT with the coastal stations Chan, GRW and DeBu is possible. This
is not the case for HOAPS, due to the proximity to land and its disturbing influ-
ence on the SSM/I wind speed retrieval. However, the lightship Sand is too close
to the coast to allow for comparison with QuikSCAT’s CP12 data, as the latter
are masked and are therefore not available, within 30 km of the coast (Pickett
et al. 2003, p. 1871). Furthermore, no wind speed data from the lightships Sand,
Chan, GRW and the oil rig Frigg is available for 2002 .

When rain is present the measurement of the normalized radar cross section
σ0 experiences two problems. First, the transmissivity is decreased with an in-
creasing rain rate greatly attenuating the return. Second, the rain drops roughen
the sea surface, affecting the σ0 measurement and alter the wind solution (Martin
2004, p. 289f). The influence of rain on the quality of the wind speed solution
is assessed by including and excluding rain contaminated QuikSCAT wind speed
in the comparison with bouy wind speed. Rain contamination is indicated by
the QuikSCAT rain impact flag (Dunbar 2006, p. 50). This rain impact flag is
produced by the Impact-based Multidimensional-Histogram (IMUDH) described
in Huddleston and Stiles (2000).

The comparison focusses on instantaneous wind speed and its frequency dis-
tribution, following the comparison made for HOAPS and using the statistics
described in section 3.1.1.

3.2.2 Results and Discussion

Instantaneous wind speed

After the removal of rain contaminated WVCs the co-located data amounts to
between 330 (K1) and 540 (F3) records for 2002, as depicted in Figure 3.4(a) for
Ems. As the overflight times are limited to two time windows between 3 and
6am and 5 to 8pm, QuikSCAT can not capture any daily cycles in wind speed.
Almost no records had to be removed due to rain for K1, K5 and RARH. It
cannot be judged whether this is realistic or an effect of either an improper rain
flagging or the small sample size. Less than 2% of the co-located data had to be
removed for the North Sea stations. The effect of the elimination of rain contam-
inated WVCs can be seen in the scatter plot for Ems in Figure 3.4(b). As shown
for Ems, the wind speed from rain contaminated WVCs generally overestimates
actual wind speed, which may be attributed to the increased radar return by the
rain’s additional surface roughening. However, situations exist where rain flagged
wind speed underestimates actual wind speed, which may be attributed to the
attenuating influence of rain and, in case of smaller deviations, to differences be-
tween QuikSCAT’s assumed neutral and actual stability.
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Figure 3.4: 3.4(a) shows the QuikSCAT overflight times for the co-located wind speed
records at Ems. 3.4(b) is a Scatter Plot of the co-located QuikSCAT and in-situ wind
speeds at Ems. Rain flagged QuikSCAT data are highlighted in red.

As depicted in Figure 3.5(a) the mean wind speed retrieved from QuikSCAT
shows very good agreement with the mean co-located observed wind speed, both
before (QS) and after the removal of the rain contaminated WVC from the com-
parison (QS nR). The influence of rain on the mean wind speed is negligible for
our case. The mean wind speed measured by K5 is much lower than that from
QuikSCAT. The same was observed for HOAPS indicating irregularities in the
wind speed measurement at K5.

QuikSCAT agrees very well with the observed wind speed variability (see Fig-
ure 3.5(a)) and shows high correlation coefficients around and above 0.9 with
in-situ wind speed (Figure 3.5(b)). The disturbing influence of rain becomes
evident in the correlation coefficients, which are higher after the removal of the
rain contaminated WVCs for all stations in the North Sea. The RMSE between
QuikSCAT and in-situ wind speed also reduces after the rain removal. While,
neglecting the malfunctioning buoy K5, the average RMSE before the removal
of the rain contaminated WVCs is approximately 2 m/s, it is approximately 1.8
m/s after the removal. A similar decrease in the RMSE due to the removal of
rain flagged WVCs was observed by Pickett et al. (2003). With a RMSE of 1.8
m/s QuikSCAT’s mission requirement of providing wind speed with an RMSE
of 2 m/s (e.g. Pickett et al. 2003; Weissman et al. 2002) is met for the eastern
North Atlantic and the North Sea.

However, the average RMSE of 1.8 m/s is somewhat higher than RMSE val-
ues between QuikSCAT and in-situ observations found in the literature. For 12
nearshore buoys between 8 to 41 km off the U.S. West Coast Pickett et al. (2003)
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of QuikSCAT (QS: QuikSCAT including rain contaminated
WVCs, QS nR: QuikSCAT without rain contaminated WVCs) and in-situ wind speed
for 2002, as in Figure 3.2 but for QuikSCAT.

found RMSE values of 1.6 m/s when rain flagged data and winds smaller than
3 m/s were removed and 1.3 m/s when winds lower than 6 m/s where also re-
moved. However, the removal of low wind speeds from the comparison in this
study did not lead to a reduced RMSE. Pickett et al. (2003) furthermore showed
that the RMSE values dropped from 1.3 m/s near-shore to 1.0 m/s for three off-
shore buoys, again only taking into account wind speed data above 6 m/s. These
values are similar to offshore buoy comparisons with QuikSCAT done by Ebuchi
et al. (2002). They observed RMSE values of around 1 m/s using wind speed
measurements of 27 NDBC buoys, 60 TAO buoys, 11 buoys by the Pilot Research
Moored Array in the Tropical Atlantic (PIRATA) project and three buoys by the
Japanese Meteorological Agency (JMA) in their comparison in the period from
1999 to 2001.

Goswami and Rajagopal (2003) determined RMSE values between 1.25 m/s and
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2.11 m/s for the horizontal wind speed components of three buoys in the Indian
Ocean in the years 1999 to 2001. For wind speeds between about 3 and 18 m/s
Chelton and Freilich (2005) found very low RMS values of 1.3 m/s. They used
buoy co-locations obtained in the middle 1600 km of QuikSCAT’s measurement
swath for which they consider the retrieved wind speed to be more accurate.
Furthermore, following the selection criteria of open-ocean buoys by Freilich and
Dunbar (1999), they only considered NDBC buoys far enough from land to avoid
spurious wind retrievals from side-lobe contamination of the scatterometer radar
measurements and to minimize the effects of small-scale orographic wind fea-
tures that can render buoy measurements at point locations unrepresentative of
25-km averaged scatterometer measurements. Thus the higher RMSE found in
this study may be partly due to the near shore location of some of the in-situ
observations. Furthermore all mentioned studies examined a much larger amount
of co-located data, as both more stations and longer time periods were available
to them. Thus, it cannot be excluded that the high RMSE is partly caused by
the small and unrepresentative sample.

Chelton and Freilich (2005) give another plausible reason for higher RMSE val-
ues in our investigation area. They argue that scatterometers measure the actual
stress imposed on the sea surface by the wind. This stress is determined by the
vector difference between the wind and the surface ocean velocity at each mea-
surement location. Scatterometers thus measure the wind relative to the moving
sea surface. In contrast, in-situ wind speed measurements are relative to fixed
locations. In regions of strong currents, it has been shown that the surface ocean
velocity can introduce differences of order 1 m/s between scatterometer and mod-
elled 10-m or buoy winds (Cornillon and Park, 2001; Kelly et al., 2001; Chelton
et al., 2004; Chelton and Freilich, 2005). Chelton et al. (2004) showed that the
surface current modifies the mean QuikSCAT winds by nearly 1 m/s over the
core of the Gulf Stream. As K1, RARH and K5 lie within the Gulf stream ex-
tensions and other stations are prone to the tidal currents in the North Sea, the
high RMSE in this current study may be attributable at least in part to the fact
that scatterometers measure winds relative to a moving sea surface.

The RMSE differences between buoy and QuikSCAT winds are also influenced
by the surface velocity of energetic eddies associated with strong currents. In the
Gulf Stream region, for example, Cornillon and Park (2001) showed that eddies
generate relatively small-scale variations of order 1 m/s in the QuikSCAT winds.

Wind speed frequency distribution

Elaboration on the wind speed frequency distribution of QuikSCAT and in-situ
data is made with the help of the quantile-quantile plots, illustrated in Figure
3.6 for Ems, K1 and RARH. However, the significance of these quantile-quantile
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Figure 3.6: Percentile-percentile distributions of wind speed in 2002, measured (x-axis)
vs. QuikSCAT (y-axis) at a-b) Ems, c) RARH and d) K1. For Ems the wind speed
percentiles of both a) QuikSCAT including rain contaminated WVCs (QS) and b) ex-
cluding them (QS nR) are shown.

plots is very limited, because each of the 99 percentiles stands for just three to five
observations due to the small amount of co-located data. Under these constraints
QuikSCAT shows good agreement with the observed wind speed frequency dis-
tributions for all stations.

After the removal of the rain flagged WVCs, the highest wind speed percentiles
of QuikSCAT are in better accordance with the observed extreme percentiles at
DeBu and Ems, shown exemplarily in Figure 3.6(b) for Ems. This improvement
was less pronounced or not existing at K13, F3 and NSBII (not shown). At
RARH and K1 an improvement in the agreement with the observed frequency
distribution due to the removal of rain flagged wind speed was impossible, as
almost no rain was detected at both stations. However, at K1 the highest per-
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centiles are overestimated by QuikSCAT which may be caused by an improper
rain flagging.

3.3 Intercomparison of HOAPS and QuikSCAT

and Summary

To this point, in-situ wind speed has been compared to HOAPS in 1998 and
to QuikSCAT in 2002. This raises the question as to whether the different re-
sults made for HOAPS and QuikSCAT are due to their different capabilities or
at least partly due to the different years of the comparison. As HOAPS data is
available in 2002, the comparison of HOAPS and in-situ wind speed was repeated
for 2002 and examined as to whether the results made for HOAPS in 1998 still
hold. However, a direct intercomparison of co-located HOAPS, QuikSCAT and
in-situ data (triple co-location) was not considered due to the small amount of
co-located overflights of SSM/I’s and QuikSCAT in 2002. Therefore, only the
results of the comparison of HOAPS and in-situ data in 2002 are shown and
compared to the results found for QuikSCAT for the same year in the previous
section. However, it should be kept in mind that the co-located in-situ data and
the co-location method used are different for HOAPS and QuikSCAT. Neverthe-
less, it was assumed that both the co-located in-situ data in the HOAPS and
QuikSCAT comparisons are equally representative for the wind speed in 2002.

This assumption is justified by Figure 3.7(a), as the means and the standard
deviations of the in-situ wind speed records co-located with HOAPS in 2002
show negligible deviations to those co-located with QuikSCAT (see Figure 3.5(a)
for comparison). The main results made for HOAPS in 1998 are recovered in
2002. Again, HOAPS overestimates mean annual wind speed in the open ocean.
While compared to 1998 the bias is reduced at the open ocean stations K1 and
RARH, with 2.6 m/s it is still exceptionally high at K5, indicating that K5 mea-
sures too low wind speeds in both 1998 and 2002 and most likely in between. As
in 1998, HOAPS shows correlations values above 0.8 and RMSEs around 2 m/s
(with the exception of K5 where correlation falls off and RMSE amounts to 4.6
m/s; for the RMSE see Figure 3.7(b)).

To summarize, QuikSCAT shows better agreement with mean observed wind
speed than HOAPS. While HOAPS shows positive biases at open ocean stations,
the bias of QuikSCAT is negligible for all stations. Furthermore, HOAPS shows
an apparent ”saturation” at high wind speed (see Figure 3.8) resulting in a nar-
rower wind speed frequency distribution.

While both data sets show good agreement with the temporal development of
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of HOAPS and in-situ wind speed in 2002: a) mean wind speed
and its standard deviation, b) RMSE.

the observed wind speed as given by the correlation, QuikSCAT outcompetes
HOAPS in that sense, too. Finally, HOAPS shows slightly higher RMSE values
of around 2 m/s as compared to 1.8 m/s for QuikSCAT after the removal of rain
contaminated WVCs. Both data sets give RMSE values slightly higher but con-
sistent with those in the current literature. Possible reasons are the inclusion of
low wind speeds in the current comparison, the near shore location of some of the
in-situ observations, strong currents or eddies affecting scatterometers winds and
the use of ”real” 10 m winds instead of 10 m equivalent neutral-stability winds.

Additionally the development and tuning of SSM/I wind speed retrieval algo-
rithms (including the HOAPS algorithm) and QuikSCAT’s model function was
realized with the help of in-situ observations from the NDBC and TAO buoy
networks. In contrast, this study compares SSM/I and QuikSCAT wind speed
retrievals with other than NDBC and TAO buoys and is assumed to be the first
to compare HOAPS and QuikSCAT wind speeds with in-situ data in the eastern
North Atlantic. This current study demonstrates that QuikSCAT’s mission re-
quirement of providing wind speed with an RMSE of 2 m/s is met for the eastern
North Atlantic and North Sea.

Both the wind speed retrievals of HOAPS and QuikSCAT have advantages and
drawbacks. They have in common that their algorithms are less effective in
case of rain and close to coastlines. However, their measurements are extremely
valuable for remote areas, where no in-situ data exist. QuikSCAT has higher
capabilities in both error statistics and wind speed frequency distributions, the
slight superiority of QuikSCAT’s wind speed may be partly due to its finer spatial
resolution. Furthermore, the results found for HOAPS may improve if the in-situ
records are co-located with the respective closest HOAPS wind speed retrievals
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Figure 3.8: Percentile-percentile distributions of wind speed in 2002, measured (x-axis)
vs. HOAPS (y-axis) percentiles at a) RARH and b) Ems.

only. Finally, QuikSCAT, as compared to HOAPS, allows wind speed to be re-
trieved much closer to the coast.

In contrast, HOAPS wind speed is available for a much longer period. Fur-
thermore, with the higher number of daily overflights, HOAPS can deliver more
wind speed data per day than QuikSCAT. Therefore, regarding climatic studies
or investigations of trends in wind speed, HOAPS is the favorable product.

The results and conclusions presented are based on relatively small samples and
should be reexamined when more in-situ data are available.
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Chapter 4

Added value

This Chapter focuses on the question whether different state-of-the-art Regional
Climate Models (RCMs), namely REMO and CLM, add value for surface marine
wind fields in comparison to the reanalysis wind speed forcing in the eastern
North Atlantic and the North Sea. After a short introduction of the current,
relevant literature, this question is addressed by first defining the term added
value. The second step describes how it is determined. After these methodological
clarifications the results of the analyses are presented and discussed.

4.1 Introduction

Hindcasts with reanalysis-driven regional climate models (RCMs) are a common
tool to assess the capabilities of RCMs in simulating weather statistics (i.e. cli-
mate) and recent changes and trends. Furthermore, in the case of missing or
insufficiently homogeneous data, regional atmospheric hindcasts are frequently
used as a reality substitute, either to analyse long-term changes and trends (e.g.,
Fowler and Kilsby 2007) or as forcing for other, e.g. hydrologic, wave or storm
surge models (e.g. Gaslikova and Weisse 2006; Sotillo et al. 2005; Federico and
Bellecci 2004; Kim and Lee 2003).

Castro et al. (2005) evaluated the value retained by dynamically downscaling the
NRA R1 using a Regional Atmosphere Model System (RAMS). By considering
spectral properties they compared their RAMS simulation with the re-gridded
NRA R1 over North America. They found that for large scales, the RAMS
significantly underestimates the variability as determined by the column inte-
grated kinetic energy and integrated moist flux convergence and concluded that
the RAMS could not restore the variability present in the NRA R1. However,
at smaller scales the RAMS added value compared to the driving NRA R1, in
particular when there was sufficiently strong surface boundary forcing, such as
variations in topography, that could be resolved by the RAMS.

41
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The issue of retaining or adding value at different scales by dynamical down-
scaling led to the development of spectral nudging techniques as proposed by
Waldron et al. (1996) and von Storch et al. (2000), the latter is described in de-
tail in section B.1. In the approach normally taken, RCMs are usually initialized
and periodically provided with updated boundary conditions at the surface and
the lateral boundaries only. For hindcasting, the latter are usually obtained from
a reanalysis. In the interior of the model domain, the regional model can then
”freely” determine the prognostic variables according to the prognostic equations.
While this is desired for small scales, it is usually not in favour for large scales
that are reliably reproduced in the driving reanalysis, especially when those scales
are supported by data assimilation. As a result, large-scale features such as cy-
clone tracks or the location of pressure systems may deviate significantly from
those in the reanalysis (e.g., von Storch et al. 2000), especially deep inside the
model domain and far from the lateral boundaries. As an attempt to overcome
these shortcomings spectral nudging techniques have been proposed by several
authors (e.g., Waldron et al. 1996 and von Storch et al. 2000). Contrary to the
conventional approach, the reanalysis forcing is spectrally decomposed and the
large-scale components (the ones supported by data assimilation in the driving
reanalysis) are in addition forced upon the regional atmosphere model in the in-
terior of the model domain. In this philosophy, the regional model should keep
close to the reanalysis at large scales and thus benefit from the data assimilation,
while it is still allowed to evolve ”freely” at smaller scales at which added value
may be expected compared to the driving reanalysis.

A comparison of the scale-dependent skill of two RCM simulations with and
without spectral nudging was provided by Feser (2006). By applying appropri-
ate spatial filters she compared both simulations to the driving NRA R1. The
comparison was made for sea level pressure (SLP) and near-surface temperature
relative to a high-resolution operational weather analysis that served as a replace-
ment for the observations. Feser (2006) derived pattern correlation coefficients
between the weather analysis and NCEP and the weather analysis and both RCM
simulations. In the spectrally nudged case, significant added value in the pattern
correlation was found on medium to small-scales for both SLP and temperature.
In the conventional approach added value was found on these scales merely for
temperature. For large scales, no added value was found for SLP in both simu-
lations, resulting in no overall added value for SLP. The situation is different for
temperature, where details of the topography not resolved in the driving NRA R1
are more important. Here added value was found also on larger scales for the
spectrally nudged but not for the conventional approach.

Summarizing current knowledge, whether a regional atmospheric hindcast can
add value in representing a parameter as compared to the reanalysis forcing,
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seems to be largely determined by two factors: the strength of influence of large-
scale atmospheric motions on the parameter and the capabilities of the RCM in
both retaining the large-scale value of the reanalysis forcing and improving the
representation of smaller-scale peculiarities of the parameter.A very interesting
parameter in this respect is given by near-surface marine wind fields. The lat-
ter are frequently used from regional models for driving ocean, storm surge or
ocean wave models (e.g. Gaslikova and Weisse 2006; Sotillo et al. 2005). To date,
the added value in dynamically downscaled near-surface wind fields has not been
investigated in a systematic way. Some examples have been provided in Sotillo
et al. (2005). They elaborated on the added value for near-surface marine wind
fields for a RCM simulation utilizing the spectral nudging approach. For the At-
lantic Basin northwest of Spain, especially far from coastal areas, they found the
NRA R1 sufficient for realistically representing near-surface marine wind fields
derived from in situ observations. Consequently, the application of dynamical
downscaling techniques will not substantially improve the situation there. On
the other hand, Sotillo et al. (2005) found, that towards coastal regions with
complex orography, NRA R1 near-surface wind fields are significantly enhanced
by dynamical downscaling using RCMs.

In contrast to Sotillo et al. (2005) this study elaborates on the added value of
near-surface marine wind fields more systematically. Furthermore, while they in-
vestigate the marine surface wind speeds in the Mediterranean, the focus here is
on the eastern North Atlantic and the North Sea. As they use a simulation with
SN-REMO, which has, apart from the modelled domain, the same setup as the
SN-REMO simulation used here, this study and the work of Sotillo et al. (2005)
complement each other to give a very broad picture of the capabilities of RCMs
and the NRA R1 to represent surface marine winds for European coastal waters
and the adjacent North Atlantic.

4.2 Definition of Added Value

As introduced in section 2.3.1, atmospheric reanalyses use data assimilation
schemes that are kept unchanged over the reanalysis period and produce among
other things a surface marine wind speed data set that is as homogeneous as pos-
sible (there are still sources of inhomogeneity, e.g. the change in data availability
over time). Hindcasts with RCMs are usually initialized and forced with reanal-
ysis data. This forcing can be a periodical provision with updated boundary
conditions at the surface and the lateral boundaries only (standard approach) or
in addition within the integration area (e.g., spectral nudging approach). How-
ever, the setup and production of hindcasts with RCMs is costly and a question
that has to be addressed is, whether the results from hindcasts with RCMs justify
their generation.
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Considering marine surface wind speed, the question that is addressed by this
study is:
”Do RCMs add value to the marine surface wind speed in the North Sea and the
Northeast Atlantic in comparison to the reanalysis wind speed forcing to justify
their usage in wind speed hindcasts?”

In this respect the conclusions that can be drawn from this study are limited, but
are of big interest as such hindcasts exits for these areas and are heavily used for
a large variety of subsequent studies. Wind speed is just one of many parameters
in an atmospheric RCM hindcast, which means that even if the RCM does not
add value to the surface marine wind speed forcing, the added value obtained in
other parameters may overcompensate that drawback and still make the appli-
cation of the RCM worthwhile. In contrast the value added to the surface wind
speed by the RCM may be not enough to overcompensate the worse representa-
tion of other parameters to justify the RCMs usage in a hindcast. Consequently,
it can only be judged whether RCMs add value in the surface marine wind speed
to justify their usage in wind speed hindcasts.

It is important to stress that the meaning of our results for forecast studies
and climate change simulations can not be judged, as the situation is somewhat
different in hindcast studies. Under hindcast conditions the reanalysis can be
seen as a perfect boundary condition due to the assimilation at all time steps.
However, in the forecast mode, boundary conditions are much less perfect, thus
there is a remaining chance that the regional model behaves differently for fore-
cast purposes.

In climate change projections, with or without the usage of RCMs, the boundary
conditions are based on scenarios, which are plausible socio-economic futures,
which, however, may or may not happen. Thus climate change simulations with
RCMs are based on purely hypothetical boundary conditions and therefore they
cannot be used on their own to judge the skill of RCMs in simulating climate,
as their is no truth with which to validate them. A common solution is to use
hindcasts with reanalysis driven RCMs to assess the capabilities of RCMs in sim-
ulating recent climate. After showing that the RCM realistically describes recent
climate, it is reasoned that the RCM will probably do so also for future climates.

Thus hindcasts with RCMs are necessary for the validation of climate projec-
tions and their generation is justified even if these hindcasts may not be suitable
as a reality substitute, if they do not add value for the parameter in question.

However, here hindcasts are used as reality substitutes and the question whether
RCMs add value to the ”reality” as seen by the reanalysis forcing is of importance.
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This question needs to be addressed for the two main applications of wind speed
hindcasts, which are case studies and the derivation of wind speed frequency dis-
tributions. Case studies, e.g. of individual storms (Federico and Bellecci 2004;
Keil et al. 2003; Hultquist et al. 2006; Wernli et al. 2002; Feser and von Storch
2007) help in the understanding of the atmospheric phenomena and the dynam-
ics that govern them. The main advantage of hindcasts for case studies is that
compared to buoy and satellite measurements they can deliver a spatially and
temporally highly resolved picture of e.g. the wind speed within a storm. How-
ever, compared to the reanalysis forcing they have a higher skill for case studies
only if the RCM used in the hindcast adds value in the instantaneous wind speed.

Marine wind speed frequency distributions derived from hindcasts can be used,
for instance, for the design and maintenance of offshore installations, e.g. plat-
forms and wind farms, and to analyse long term changes and trends (e.g. Weisse
et al. 2005). For these and other purposes, hindcasts with RCMs are the product
of choice, if the RCMs do add value in the wind speed frequency distribution as
compared to the reanalysis forcing.

Thus our definition of added value is:

• For instantaneous marine surface wind speed: The RCM adds value to the
reanalysis, if the 10 m wind speed obtained from the RCM hindcast shows
a better agreement with measured instantaneous wind speed at 10 m height
than the wind speed of the forcing reanalysis.

• For marine surface wind speed frequency distributions: The RCM adds
value to the reanalysis, if the 10 m wind speed obtained from the RCM
hindcast shows a better agreement with measured 10 m wind speed fre-
quency distributions than the wind speed of the forcing reanalysis.

4.3 Method to determine added value

To determine whether the RCMs REMO and CLM add value for surface marine
wind speed in comparison to the reanalysis forcing, the following is needed:

• a ”best guess” for real 10 m wind speed,

• the 10 m wind speed obtained from the hindcasts with the RCMs REMO
and CLM,

• the 10 m wind speed of the reanalysis forcing.

Possible sources of the best guess for real 10 m wind speed are the in-situ data set
introduced in section 2.1 and the wind speed retrievals of HOAPS and QuikSCAT.
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It has previously been demonstrated that both HOAPS and especially QuikSCAT
provide an acceptable representation of 10 m wind speed. Nevertheless, in the
following, only the wind speed at 10 m from the in-situ data set will be considered
as best guess for real surface marine wind.

The 10 m wind speed from the SN-REMO, STD-REMO and CLM hindcasts,
which were described in section 2.3.2, is available as a diagnostic parameter.
However, the 10 m wind speed of the reanalysis forcing is not available. Both the
NRA R1 and NRA R2 do not deliver reanalysed but forecast 10 m wind speed,
which is used as best guess for the 10 m wind speed of the reanalysis forcing.

An issue further complicating matters is the shift in the reanalysis forcing in
both SN-REMO and STD-REMO hindcasts, which was necessary for both inves-
tigated REMO simulations. Due to an unresolved compatibility issue between
the NRA R1 and the REMO preprocessor, both STD-REMO and SN-REMO are
forced with the NRA R2 from March 1997 onwards. SN-REMO and STD-REMO
are driven with the NRA R1 until February 1997 and this change in forcing may
cause inhomogeneities, in especially within SN-REMO, as the origin of the large-
scale horizontal wind speed components nudged in the interior also changes from
NRA R1 to NRA R2. Elaboration on this issue is made in Chapter B in the
appendix.

The value added by the RCMs REMO and CLM is assessed with the in-situ
data set in 1998 when all three hindcasts are forced with the NRA R2. There-
fore, forecast 10 m wind speed of the NRA R2 should be considered in the added
value assessment. However NRA R1 forecast wind speed had to be used, because
the forecast 10 m wind speed of the NRA R2 represents a rather unplausible data
set, as will be shown in the following section.

4.3.1 Comparison of wind speed forecasts of NRA R1 and
NRA R2

Both the NRA R1 and NRA R2 do not deliver reanalysed 10 m wind speed. 10
m wind speed is available from the respective forecasts, that are valid six hours
after the reference time. The forecast is a step in the reanalysis system, as de-
picted in Figure 2.6. As explained, the forecast serves as the first-guess field for
the reanalysis six hours after the forecast reference time. In the SSI step the
differences between the assimilated observations and the first guess-field deliver
the analysis correction on pressure levels, which leads to the updated reanalysis
in the form of sigma level coefficients in the next step. These sigma level spectral
coefficients are actually used for forcing the STD-REMO, SN-REMO and CLM
hindcasts. However, surface wind speed can not be obtained from the spectral
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coefficient data.

Instead, horizontal wind speed components on the lowest pressure level at 1000
hPa are available. In a standard atmosphere (e.g., NASA 1976) the 1000 hPa
level corresponds to a height of around 100 m. Therefore, the 1000 hPa wind
speed would have to be converted to 10 m height, if used in the added value
assessment. However, for the conversion of the 1000 hPa wind speed to 10 m
height detailed information about the stratification within the surface layer is
needed, which is not available from the reanalyses and is therefore beyond the
scope of this study. Thus, while the 10 m wind speed forecasts are not equivalent
to reanalysed 10 m wind speed, they are the only available and best guess for the
10 m wind speed within the reanalysis forcing field.

For the assessment of added value in-situ wind speed data are available in 1998.
The SN-REMO, STD-REMO and CLM hindcasts were forced by the NRA R2
in 1998. Consequently the forecast 10 m wind speed of the NRA R2 should be
used in the added value assessment. Unfortunately the NRA R2 10 m wind speed
forecast represents a rather unplausible data set with limited agreement with in-
situ wind speed, as will be demonstrated in the following.

For the comparison of the in-situ wind speed with both NRA R1 and NRA R2
10 m wind speed forecasts, the latter are bilinearly interpolated onto the loca-
tions of the in-situ measurements. In addition, both the NRA R1 and NRA R2
forecasts were time interpolated linearly to the one hour resolution given by the
observations. The results of the comparison are displayed in Figure 4.1. For the
locations of the in-situ observations please refer to Figure 2.1. In general a large
positive bias between the NRA R2 and the NRA R1 in the order of 2 m s−1 can
be inferred (see also Figure 4.2(a)). Far offshore at K1, RARH, K5, FRIGG and
F3 the NRA R1 agrees better with observed mean wind speed while the NRA R2
overestimates 10 m wind speed by up to 2 m s−1 (3 m s−1 at K5 due to both
NRA R2 large bias and too low wind speed measurements at K5). Closer to the
coast and, especially within the English Channel, the NRA R2 shows a much
better agreement with the observations.

The latter represents a highly unplausible result, because both forecasts cal-
culate wind speed over approximately 200x200 km wide grid boxes (as depicted
by the land sea mask of both reanalyses in Figure 2.1) and can therefore hardly
resolve the topography within the English Channel. At each grid box within the
English Channel some kind of smoothed topography, averaged over the water and
adjacent land surfaces, is used in both forecasts. As a result the surface rough-
ness will be higher and consequently the forecast wind speed within the English
Channel should be lower than that measured by the English Channel lightships
Chan, GRW and Sand. While this is the case for the NRA R1, the NRA R2 gives
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of in-situ wind speed with 10 m wind speed forecasts of NRA R1
and NRA R2 in 1998: a) mean wind speed, b) its standard deviation, c) number of
observations and correlation r, d) root-mean-square error.

mean wind speeds comparable to the in-situ data. Similarly, where topographic
features, averaged over a forecast grid cell, are relatively homogeneous (such as
for open waters) near-surface wind speed is expected to show less variance and
in-turn a better agreement between in-situ and forecast wind speed might be ex-
pected. While again this is the case for the NRA R1, it is not for the NRA R2.
While representing an average over 200x200 km with an integration time step of
20 min, the NRA R2 forecast gives wind speed variabilities higher than observed
for 9 of 12 cases, which is highly unplausible. The RMSE of the NRA R2 10 m
forecast again shows its counterintuitive behaviour, since it gives lower RMSE
values near coastlines it cannot resolve and higher RMSE for areas far offshore.

As depicted in Figure 4.2(b), the strong bias between the NRA R2 and NRA R1
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Figure 4.2: Bias between the 10 m forecast wind speed of the NRA R2 and NRA R1 in
the eastern North Atlantic and the North Sea (left) and globally (right) in 1998 .

10 m wind speed forecasts is not constrained to the Northeast Atlantic. With
the exception of the subtropical latitudes around 30◦ and some patches in the
Antarctic, the NRA R2 shows too high 10 m wind speed as compared to the
NRA R1. This positive bias peaks to 1.5 m s−1 and above in and around the
Antarctic and on the Eurasian and North American land masses.

In 1998, the mean sea level pressure in the investigated area is similar to the
1013 hPa given for the U.S. Standard Atmosphere after NASA (1976)(not shown).
Thus, in agreement with the standard atmosphere, the 1000 hPa level is expected
to be in average at a height of around 100 m. Consequently, according to the
vertical wind speed profile in the surface layer (for details please refer to section
A.2 in the appendix), the wind speed at 1000 hPa is in average higher than that
at 10 m height. For 1998, the differences of the annual averages of the reanalysed
1000 hPa and forecast 10 m wind speed are depicted in Figure 4.3. While the
NRA R1 shows higher wind speeds on the 1000 hPa level (Figure 4.3(a)), the
NRA R2 forecast wind speed in 10 m height even exceeds the reanalysed wind
speed at the 1000 hPa level (Figure 4.3(b)), indicating a major inconsistency
in the NRA R2 reanalysis/forecast system, as far as near-surface wind speed is
concerned.

Both reanalyses show similar wind speed patterns at 1000 hPa, which is not
surprising given that both reanalyses assimilate similar marine near-surface wind
speed observations. In detail, the differences are much smaller than the differ-
ences between the 10 m wind speed forecasts and have the opposite sign (Figure
4.3(d)). These findings indicate on the one hand, that the NRA R2 10 m wind
speed forecast is not representative for the near-surface wind field of the NRA R2
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the reanalysed 1000 hPa and forecast (fc) 10 m wind speed
of both reanalyses in 1998: a) NRA R1: 1000 hPa - 10 m fc, b) NRA R2: 1000 hPa -
10 m fc, c) NRA R2 1000 hPa - NRA R1 10 m fc, d) 1000 hPa: NRA R2 - NRA R1.

reanalysis. On the other hand, a problem within the Hong-Pan planetary bound-
ary layer non-local vertical diffusion scheme (Hong and Pang, 1996) implemented
in the NRA R2 forecast model is indicated. Additionally, the strong bias may
be attributed at least in part to the different convective parameterizations lead-
ing to more intense storms in the NRA R2 (W. Ebisuzaki (Climate Prediction
Center, NCEP), pers. comment). The effects are also visible in the wind speed
frequency distributions (Fig 4.4). While the bias between both forecasts is similar
at all stations, the bias between the NRA R2 forecasts and in-situ wind speed is
strongest for open ocean areas (4.4(a)). The latter bias is lowered in coastal ar-
eas by the increasing influence of the surrounding land mass on the forecast wind
speed, leading to apparently well matched wind speed frequency distributions in
the German Bight at the light ships Ems and Debu and especially in the English
Channel at Chan (Figures 4.4(b)-4.4(d)).
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of percentile-percentile distributions of 10 m wind speed from
NRA R1 and NRA R2 forecasts and in-situ data at a) RARH, b) Chan, c) Ems and
d) DeBu.

Because of the plausibility arguments discussed, the NRA R2 10 m forecast is
not considered here as an appropriate product to assess the added value of RCM
hindcasts. However, the difference between the NRA R2 1000 hPa wind speed
and the 10 m wind speed forecast of the NRA R1 shows a similar spatial pat-
tern as the difference between the NRA R1 1000 hPa and its forecast wind speed
(Figures 4.3(c) and 4.3(a)). It is therefore suggested to use the NRA R1 10 m
wind speed forecast as best guess for the 10 m wind speed within the NRA R2
reanalysis. Still, this approach is suboptimal and the added value assessment
should be redone, when in-situ data is available for periods prior to 1997, when
the SN-REMO and STD-REMO hindcasts are forced with the NRA R1.
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4.3.2 Determination of added value

The following data are used for the assessment of the value added by the RCMs
REMO and CLM to the surface marine wind speed obtained from the reanalysis
forcing:

• the diagnostic 10 m wind speed of the STD-REMO, SN-REMO and CLM
hindcasts,

• the NRA R1 forecast 10 m wind speed as best guess of the 10 m wind
speed of the reanalysis forcing of the STD-REMO, SN-REMO and CLM
hindcasts

• the in-situ wind speed data at 10 m from 12 stations as best guess for real
surface marine wind speed.

As listed in Table 2.1 the NRA R1 has a computation time step of 20 minutes for
dynamics and physics, therefore the NRA R1 wind speed can be considered as a
20 minute mean. Accordingly REMO and CLM wind speeds can be seen as five
and four minute means respectively. The averaging periods of the observations
vary between 10 and 17 minutes. As a rough approximate it is assumed that the
different means are reasonably comparable. NRA R1 20 minute means available
every 6 hours are time interpolated to one hour resolution to match the one-hour
frequency prescribed by the RCMs and observations.

NRA R1, REMO and CLM wind speeds have to be considered as spatial means
over respective grid boxes, thus being spatial means over 1.875◦ x 1.875◦ (≈ 200
x 200 km), 0.5◦ x 0.5◦ (50 x 50 km) and 0.44◦ x 0.44◦ (44 x 44 km) respectively.
For the comparison with observed wind speeds, modelled grid box means are
bilinearly interpolated to the station’s location.

The different spatial and temporal resolutions of the data sets have a strong
influence on their capabilities to represent actual wind speed. In-situ measure-
ments can detect meso- and micro-scale wind flow such as sea-breezes, orographic
induced wind flow, downdrafts and small-scale turbulence. Typically, in-situ wind
observations are averaged over a certain time interval (here 10 to 17 min means),
before they are made available. This means, while microscale turbulences are av-
eraged out, downdrafts, sea-breezes and orographic induced wind flow leave their
imprint on the available in-situ wind speed averages, e.g. by an increased wind
speed variability. Their temporal and spatial resolution should allow REMO and
CLM to model, at least in part, orographic induced wind flow such as near-coastal
winds. Smaller scale phenomena cannot be resolved by them. Therefore, wind
speed variabilities obtained from the RCMs are expected to be generally lower
than those of the in-situ measurements.
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The NRA R1 has a too coarse resolution to model all of the above phenom-
ena and can only give a reasonable representation of the large scale wind field.
However, it is expected that the wind field in the open ocean is largely determined
by the large scale, thus the possibilities of the RCM to add value to the NRA R1
are expected to be limited there. In the open ocean, the RCMs may possibly en-
hance the wind speed delivered by the NRA R1 by an improved representation of
the pressure gradients within a cyclone, fronts and meso-scale cyclones like Polar
Lows. The added value assessment with the help of in-situ measurements might
give an indication whether this is actually the case. In coastal areas, especially
for complex and rough coastlines, where orographic induced wind flow increases
the spatial and temporal variability of the wind field, the RCMs are expected to
add value to the NRA R1.

Consequently, to discriminate whether the added value of regionally modelled
wind speed is more pronounced near coastal areas with complex topographic fea-
tures or strong gradients, the 12 observations are divided into coastal stations
and open ocean stations. This classification is done with the help of the land sea
mask of the NRA R1 (see Figure 2.1).

• An observation is classified as an open ocean station if

1. It is inside a NRA R1 sea grid box,

2. The four NRA R1 grid boxes used to bilinearly interpolate NRA R1
wind speed to the observation location are sea grid boxes.

• An observation is classified as a coastal station if

1. At least one of the four NRA R1 grid boxes used to bilinearly inter-
polate NRA R1 wind speed to the observation location is a land grid
box.

The only exception from this classification scheme is the station K13, which is
classified as a coastal station, although the four surrounding NRA R1 grid boxes
are all sea grid boxes. K13 is regarded as a coastal station because the main
westerly wind conditions are heavily influenced by the British island and eastern
and southern winds by the continental land masses on both sides of the English
Channel.

The comparison of reanalysis wind fields with in situ wind observations is heav-
ily debated, e.g. Swail and Cox (2000) claim that, since the reanalysis process
itself involved the assimilation of measured surface marine data into the surface
wind field products, it is not possible to derive an independent assessment of
the accuracy of reanalysis wind fields only from comparisons with in situ wind.
Additionally, Sotillo et al. (2005) mention the dependence problem of comparing
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reanalysis wind fields with assimilated observations. For three Atlantic buoys,
which were assimilated into the NRA R1, they found that the NRA R1 already
realistically characterizes the 10 m wind fields. In contrast, at the in-situ ob-
servations in the Mediterranean, which were not previously assimilated by the
NRA R1, they found an added value of their SN-REMO hindcast. These find-
ings might on the one hand indicate that the added value is determined by the
assimilation status of the observation, meaning whenever a wind speed observa-
tion is assimilated into the forcing reanalysis the dynamical downscaling with an
RCM cannot add value at its position. On the other hand their result may indi-
cate that the RCM can add value close to complex coastlines but not in the open
ocean, as their in-situ observations in the Mediterranean were close to coastal
areas, while the Atlantic buoys were far offshore.

To elaborate on this issue the 12 in-situ observations used in this study are
discriminated according to their proximity to land and their assimilation sta-
tus, meaning whether they are assimilated into the reanalysis or not. Using the
NRA R1-PREPBUFR files it was examined whether the wind speed observations
are assimilated into the NRA R1. The 12 observations can thus be divided into
the four groups (see Figure 2.1):

• assimilated open ocean stations:
K1, K5, RARH

• not assimilated open ocean stations:
Frigg, F3, NSBII

• assimilated coastal stations:
Chan, GRW, Sand

• not assimilated coastal stations:
K13, Ems, DeBu

The added value for both instantaneous wind speed and its frequency distribution
are elaborated. The Brier Skill Score (BSS) is used to test to what extent the
regionally modelled wind gives a better reproduction of in-situ wind speed than
the NRA R1. It is defined, e.g. von Storch and Zwiers (1999), by

BSS = 1 − σ2
F σ−2

R (4.1)
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where σ2
F and σ−2

R represent the error variances of the ”forecast” F (the time
series of regionally modelled wind speeds) and the reference ”forecast” R (the
time series of NRA R1 wind speeds). The error variances are computed relative
to the same predictand, here the respective time series of observed wind speeds
in 1998. Therefore the BSS is equivalent to

BSS = 1 − RMSE2
F

RMSE2
R

, (4.2)

where the RMSEF and RMSER are the RMSE of the ”forecast” F and the refer-
ence ”forecast” R, respectively. Thus the Brier Skill Score is entirely determined
by these two RMSE values. By definition the Brier Skill Score can vary between
-∞ and +1 (forecast exactly matches the observations). While negative values
indicate a better performance of the reference forecast (NRA R1), positive values
indicate an added value of the regionally modelled winds in comparison to the
NRA R1 time series.

As far as the wind speed frequency distributions are concerned the wind speed
percentiles and the BSS will be used to assess the value added by the RCMs.

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Instantaneous wind speed

Measured wind speeds are compared with those modelled for the year 1998.
For that purpose mean wind speed, standard deviations, correlation coefficients,
RMSE and Brier skill scores (BSS) have been determined. These statistics are
depicted in Figure 4.5. The information of the RMSE relevant to this study is
already included in the BSS (Equation 4.2). Therefore the RMSE is not shown.

Observed annual mean wind speeds vary approximately between 8 and 9 ms−1

(see Figure 4.5(a)). The mean wind speeds at Ems and especially DeBu are higher
than the mean wind speeds at the open ocean stations, which seems unusual, al-
though 1998 was an above average wind speed year in the German Bight. Within
the English Channel mean wind speeds are highest in the broad western mouth
(Chan) decreasing towards the eastern outlet (Sand). The increasing influence of
the surrounding land masses may be responsible for this.

If the result of a comparison between hindcast, reanalysed and in-situ wind speed
is determined by the assimilation status of the in-situ observation, it should be
expected that for an assimilated observation the differences between NRA R1 and
in-situ wind speed are lower than those between hindcast and in-situ data. Sim-
ilarly, the differences between the NRA R1 and in-situ observations assimilated
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of in-situ, reanalysed and RCM-hindcast wind speed for 1998:
a) mean wind speed, b) its standard deviation, c) number of observations and correlation
coefficient r and d) Brier Skill Scores using NRA R1 time series as reference ”forecast”
and SN-REMO, STD-REMO and CLM time series as ”forecast”.

into the NRA R1 should be lower than those between NRA R1 and unassimilated
in-situ data. However, a dependence of the comparison of observed and modelled
annual mean wind speeds on the assimilation of the observation cannot be seen
in contrast to the dependence on the distance from land.

In general, the absolute difference in mean wind speed between the NRA R1
and in-situ data is not lower, when the in-situ observation is assimilated. The
differences are similar for the open ocean stations, whether they are assimilated
(K1, RARH, K5) or not (Frigg, F3 and NSBII). In contrast, the absolut dif-
ferences seem to be even higher for the assimilated coastal stations Chan, GRW
and Sand than for their unassimilated counterparts (K13, Ems, DeBu), indicating
that the complex topography in the English Channel, which the NRA R1 cannot
resolve, has a higher impact on the comparison than the assimilation status of
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the observation.

At open ocean stations the regional models tend to overestimate the mean wind
speed, while NRA R1’s annual mean wind speed is normally closer to the ob-
served one. This finding is again independent of the assimilation status of the
open ocean station. In contrast, the mean coastal wind is strongly underestimated
by the NRA R1, while the regional models show better agreement, although they
also underestimate the mean coastal wind. Again this finding is independent of
the assimilation status of the observation. Thus, while no dependence of the
comparison on the assimilation status of the observation can be seen, there is a
clear indication of an influence of the proximity to the coast, especially complex
coastlines, on the comparison.

The mean observed wind speed at K5 is around 1.5 m s−1 lower than that of
the NRA R1 and all three RCM simulations. The results indicate the same low
wind speed at K5 as in the comparison with HOAPS in 1998 and QuikSCAT and
HOAPS in 2002 (Figures 3.2(a), 3.5(a) and 3.7(a)). Both HOAPS and QuikSCAT
wind speed retrievals are not assimilated into the NRA R1 and thus are indepen-
dent from both the NRA R1 and the hindcasts. Therefore the conclusion can be
drawn that K5 measures too low wind speeds in both 1998 and 2002 and, most
likely, also in between.

As expected the regionally modelled wind speeds show a higher variability than
NRA R1 at all stations (see Figure 4.5(b)). However, the regional simulations
show more variability than observed at open ocean stations, which is unplausible
as they give wind speed averaged over a wide area and should therefore have
lower wind speed variabilities than the point observations. In coastal areas there
is no consistent behaviour of modelled versus observed variability. For the light
ships in the Channel, REMO and CLM underestimate the variability however,
being much closer to the observed variability than the NRA R1. Considering
the coastal stations in the German Bight RCM-hindcast wind speed variability
is similar to the one observed.

As depicted in Figure 4.5(c) NRA R1 wind speeds show the highest correlation
with observations approximately ranging from 0.8 to 0.9, apparently independent
of observation assimilation status or proximity to coast. All regional simulations
have lower correlation coefficients at all stations, however the spectrally nudged
simulations (SN-REMO and CLM) always show higher correlation coefficients
than the standard REMO simulation.

In order to test to which extent the regionally modelled wind speed fits the data
better or worse than the NRA R1 wind speed, the Brier skill score is computed
according to Equation 4.1. While negative BSS values show a worse represen-
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tation of the observations than by the reference NRA R1 wind speeds, positive
values show an improvement in comparison to the NRA R1 time series.

As illustrated in Figure 4.5(d) the spectrally nudged simulations always have
a higher BSS than STD-REMO, thus CLM and SN-REMO always reflect the
measurements better than the unnudged STD-REMO. While STD-REMO has
negative BSS values at all stations apart from the coastal station Sandettie, SN-
REMO and CLM have positive BSS values for the four coastal stations Channel,
Greenwich, Sandettie and DeBu. Thus NRA R1 wind speed time series fit the
observations better at all open ocean stations (independent of their assimilation
status) and even at the two coastal stations K13 and Ems. Again the assimilation
status of a coastal station is of minor importance, as SN-REMO has positive BSS
values for all three assimilated light ships in the Channel, but only for one unas-
similated coastal station (DeBu). Therefore the proximity to the coast and the
exposition to winds affected by the land sea transition might be the determining
factor for a better performance of regionally modelled winds.

Extraordinary results can be seen for the light ship Sandettie: NRA R1 shows
the biggest underestimation of the observed annual mean wind speed and its vari-
ablity and the lowest correlation coefficients. The positive Brier Skill Score at
Sandettie is largely due to the strong bias of NRA R1 wind speed. Additionally
it should be noted that the light ship Sandettie is located in a NRA R1 land grid
box.

To see whether these results are similar for different years, yearly Brier Skill
Scores with SN-REMO as ”forecast” and NRA R1 as ”reference” were deter-
mined for several years for Frigg, F3, K13, Ems and DeBu (multiyear data were
not available from CLM and the other stations). One can infer from Figure 4.6
that there is, if at all, only a small added value of SN-REMO for DeBu, for all
other stations the regional model shows no added value in instantaneous wind
speeds.

To judge whether the supposed added value for DeBu is significant, a T-test
for comparison of the expectation value of two independent normally distributed
random variables X and Y was applied. The random variables X and Y were
chosen as:

X = |F − O|
Y = |R − O|

with F being the SN-REMO ”forecast”, R the NRA R1 reference ”forecast” and
O the observation. In case of an added value of SN-REMO the expectation value
of X = μX should be smaller than μY . The null hypothesis H0 and the alternative
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Figure 4.6: Yearly Brier Skill Scores at five stations.

hypothesis H1 are therefore:

H0 : μX = μY

H1 : μX ≤ μY

To allow for independence of X and Y the available realisations of X and Y
were subsampled, taking into account every 161st observation which corresponds
with a sampling interval of six days and 17 hours. The sampling interval was
arbitrarily chosen that large to be on the safe side concerning the independence
of individual observations. 17 hours were chosen to avoid an overrepresentation
of daily wind cycles, which are very common in coastal regions. H0 was tested
using a t-statistic as described in e.g. von Storch and Zwiers (1999). H0 could
not be rejected with an error probability α ≤ 10%. Thus SN-REMO has no
significant added value at DeBu. The same test was applied for Frigg, F3, K13
and Ems. H0 could be rejected with α ≤ 1% for Frigg, F3 and K13 and α ≤ 10%
for Ems showing that NRA R1 winds are statistically significantly better than
their regional model counterparts.

It can be concluded, to this point, that in comparison to NRA R1 there is no
added value from regional models for instantaneous marine wind fields. However,
there is an indication for an added value in the instantaneous wind speeds for
rough coastal areas with a complex orography like the English Channel.

4.4.2 Wind speed frequency distribution

When wind speed distributions are concerned, the regional models always show
a better representation of observed frequency distributions than the NRA R1 for
coastal areas (exemplarily shown in Figure 4.7(b) for the light ship Channel).
The NRA R1 is generally underestimating the observations variability in coastal
areas, as can be expected from a mean value over 20 min and a wide area. The
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Figure 4.7: Percentile-percentile distributions of wind speed in 1998, measured (x-axis)
vs. NRA R1, SN-REMO and CLM percentiles at a) the buoy RARH as an open ocean
station and b) the light ship Channel as a coastal station.

underestimation is biggest for the English Channel stations. This underestima-
tion of variability together with NRA R1’s strong negative wind speed bias leads
to overestimations of the lowest percentiles and underestimations of higher per-
centiles.

For open ocean stations NRA R1 wind speed variabilities better correspond with
the observed variabilities. The regional models produce a lot of unobserved wind
speed outliers for all stations (not shown). Together with the regional models’
strong positive wind speed bias they lead to overestimations of higher percentiles
in open ocean areas, with overestimations increasing towards the highest per-
centiles. Observed wind speed frequency distributions in the open ocean are
better reproduced by NRA R1, shown for RARH in Figure 4.7(a).

For coastal areas there is a clear indication of a general added value of the spec-
trally nudged models for wind speed frequency distributions, not limited to 1998.
This can be inferred from the yearly 50, 90 and 99 percentiles determined for
Frigg, F3, K13, Ems and DeBu. These percentiles are shown for F3 and DeBu in
Figure 4.8. Indeed SN-REMO represents the observed 50, 90 and 99-percentiles
better than the NRA R1 at DeBu and the two other coastal stations K13 and
Ems. Contrarily, NRA R1 wind speed percentiles are closer to observed ones for
the two open ocean stations Frigg and F3. Similar results were found for CLM
(not shown).

Brier Skill scores have been calculated using the observed yearly 50, 90, 95 and 99
percentiles and the respective SN-REMO and NRA R1 percentiles as ”forecast”
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Figure 4.8: Yearly Percentiles of wind speed for a) the platform F3 as an open ocean
station and b) the light ship Deutsche Bucht (DeBu) as a coastal station: observation
(cross), NRA R1 (dotted, star) and SN-REMO (dashed, circle), red: 50%-ile, blue:
90%-ile, black: 99%-ile.

and reference ”forecast”. While it can be argued, that the calculated Brier Skill
Scores stem from just five (Frigg) to 11 (DeBu, Ems) available yearly percentile
values and are therefore of limited value, the calculated positive and negative skills
provide some indication of the general validity of the above findings. The results
are displayed in Table 4.1 showing that there’s an added value of SN-REMO
for the distribution of higher wind speeds and their inter-annual variability in
coastal areas, while NRA R1 is better reproducing distributions of higher wind
speeds in open ocean areas. The added value of NRA R1 in the open ocean is
mainly determined by the big wind speed bias of SN-REMO, but even after a
bias correction the NRA R1 has a strong positive skill for F3 and Frigg for all
the mentioned percentiles.

Table 4.1: Brier Skill Scores of yearly percentiles from Frigg, F3, K13, Ems and DeBu.

open ocean coastal stations
%-ile Frigg F3 K13 Ems DeBu
99 -12.53 -6.86 0.37 0.78 0.93
95 -15.42 -2.67 0.58 0.93 0.95
90 -16.03 -6.18 0.80 0.95 0.95
50 -11.03 -1.69 0.86 0.90 0.90
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4.5 Discussion and conclusions

In the eastern North Atlantic and the North Sea investigated in this study, ma-
rine wind speeds face a shift in the scale of driving processes in the transition
from open ocean to coastal areas. In open ocean areas surface marine wind speed
is strongly determined by large synoptic scale cyclones and pressure systems,
while in coastal areas local medium to small scale wind regimes contribute more
strongly to its characteristics. Therefore it was assumed that the value added by
RCMs in reproducing the surface marine wind speed differs with the proximity to
land. This study focuses on the confirmation of this assumption with the help of
simulations of the surface marine wind speed fields from the regional atmospheric
model REMO in two configurations (with and without spectral nudging applied,
same simulations as used by Feser (2006)) and the regional atmospheric model
CLM (Böhm et al. 2006, with spectral nudging applied). For that purpose the
wind fields from these three simulations and the NRA R1 are compared to in-situ
wind speed observations. The comparison is emphasised on observed ”instanta-
neous” wind speed and its frequency distribution.

The assumption that the added value for surface marine wind speed differs with
proximity to land is confirmed by the results of this study. In detail this study
shows that:

• For open ocean areas there is no value added to the reanalysis forcing by
the use of the RCMs REMO and CLM neither for instantaneous wind speed
nor its frequency distribution.

• In coastal areas value is added by REMO and CLM only in frequency
distributions.

• However, there is an indication for added value also in the instantaneous
wind speeds for rough coastal areas with a complex orography like the
English Channel.

• An influence of the observations assimilation status on these findings can
not be seen.

Contrarily to our results, Sotillo et al. (2005) suggested an added value of SN-
REMO even for single extreme wind events in the Mediterranean linked to re-
gional winds (i.e. Bora, Tramontana, Mistral etc.). As the area studied by Sotillo
et al. (2005) has a much more complex coastline and stronger topographic gradi-
ents in the Mediterranean, it is concluded that such topographic effects are more
important in the Mediterranean than in the North Sea.

Thus, combining the results of Sotillo et al. (2005) and this study, the answer
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to the question ”Do RCMs add value to the marine surface wind speed in com-
parison to the reanalysis wind speed forcing to justify their usage in wind speed
hindcasts?” posed in the introduction, is that added value of regionally modelled
marine wind speed fields for hindcast purposes can be seen close to very complex,
rough coastal areas with a complex orography such as in the Mediterranean and
the English Channel. Offshore from coastal areas with a less complex topogra-
phy like in the German Bight, with its adjacent flat plains of Northern Germany
and the Netherlands, there is an indication for an added value but only in the
distribution and not for single events. For ”open ocean” areas there is no sign of
an added value of regionally modelled wind speeds.

There are several limitations to this study. In this study the analysis has been
conducted for the North Sea and eastern North Atlantic, the regional models may
behave differently in other areas. A part of the investigated area (North Atlantic
west of the British Isles and the English Channel) was analysed for 1998 only and
the behaviour may change in different years. Strictly the findings of this study
only hold for hindcast studies:

• For case studies of individual storms at a certain location in the North
Atlantic/North Sea the NRA R1 is the recommended product.

• For the purpose of designing coastal and marine infrastructure when wind
speed distributions are needed the NRA R1 is recommended for open ocean
areas while hindcast wind speeds from regional models may improve the
results in coastal regions.

• The meaning of the results for forecast studies can not be judged, as the sit-
uation is somewhat different in hindcast studies. Under hindcast conditions
NRA R1 can be seen as a perfect boundary condition due to the assimila-
tion at all time steps. However in the forecast mode boundary conditions
are much less perfect, thus there is a remaining chance that the regional
model improves for forecast purposes.

• The meaning of our results for climate change simulations is unclear.

The spectral nudging technique proposed by von Storch et al. (2000) can be in-
terpreted as a poor man’s regional data assimilation, in our case its use leads to
a better reflection of instantaneous wind speeds by CLM and SN-REMO than by
STD-REMO. However, the performance of CLM and SN-REMO is too poor to
beat NRA R1 wind speeds in open ocean and ”less complex” coastal areas.

One of the biggest limitations of this study might be the assumption that the
partly extrapolated wind speed observations represent the truth - the actual wind
speeds at 10 m height. Especially for high wind speeds and a fully developed sea
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the quality of buoy measurements is arguable. Wind speed measurements have
their uncertainties, however the wind speed measurements at DeBu, Ems and
NSBII can be considered as a good representation of the actual wind speeds as
the instrumentations are mounted in 10 m height.

In coastal waters, especially in the English Channel, thermal stratification is
less likely to be neutral due to effects of the land sea transition, e.g. different
temperatures of water masses and winds blowing off-land, see Csanady (1974).
Therefore wind speeds of the English bouys and light ships were converted using
the COARE bulk flux algorithm in version 3.0b after Fairall et al. (2003) for
stability correction. Additionally the same investigations were done with these
observations extrapolated to 10 m using the neutral logarithmic wind speed pro-
file with a varying roughness length according to Charnock (1955). However, the
results with these two different conversions mechanisms were negligibly different,
which is plausible, since for the open ocean the logarithmic wind profile is well
known from observations (e.g., Edson and Fairall 1998) and the deviations at
the lightships in the English Channel should be negligible due to the small dif-
ference between the measurement height of 14 m and the extrapolation height
of 10 m. Furthermore, profile measurements at the metmast FINO in the North
Sea showed that neutral conditions prevail during half of the time (Kay Sušelj,
University of Oldenburg, ForWind, pers. comment).

The biggest deviations from actual wind speeds at 10 m should occur at the
platforms Frigg, F3 and K13. They should be mainly due to the big differences
between measurement and extrapolation height of up to 85 m for Frigg, the heavy
influence of the oil platform structure on the measurements and the extrapolation
with the logarithmic wind profile and a constant factor/a constant sea roughness.

Furthermore there are uncertainties in the diagnostic 10 m wind speed from
CLM and REMO, which is calculated from the prognostic wind speed at the low-
est model level, being 32 m for both REMO simulations and 34 m for CLM. It
can be argued that changes in the surface layer parameterization and especially
the roughness parameter or Charnock constant might lead to improvements in
the surface wind speed representation by REMO and CLM in the open ocean.
However, Weisse and Schneggenburger (2002) show that differences between in-
dividual realizations of different ensembles (using different parameterizations of
the momentum flux after Charnock 1955; Janssen 1989, 1991 and Makin and
Kudryavtsev 1999) cannot necessarily be considered as being entirely induced by
the models sensitivity to the models parameterizations. Therefore any tuning of
the surface layer parameterization of REMO and CLM is not considered in this
study.

In 1998, the investigated SN-REMO, STD-REMO and CLM hindcast are forced
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with the NRA R2. However, no reanalysed 10 m wind speed is available. There-
fore, the 10 m wind speed forecast of the NRA R2 as buest guess for reanalysed
10 m wind speed should have been used in the added value assessment. However,
the NRA R2 10 m wind speed forecast is an unplausible data set, which can
not be considered to represent neither real wind speed nor the 10 m wind speed
within the NRA R2 reanalysis, as has been demonstrated. Therefore, the only
way to assess the added value for the SN-REMO, STD-REMO and CLM with the
in-situ data set in 1998 is to assume that the NRA R1 10 m wind speed forecast
gives a reasonable representation for the 10 m wind speed within the NRA R2
reanalysis forcing field.

The determination of yearly Brier-Skill Scores of the instantaneous wind
speeds (Figure 4.6) and the comparison of the yearly percentiles (Figure 4.8)
did not show a qualitative change of the results due to the shift in the reanalysis
forcing from NRA R1 to NRA R2 in 1997. This might indicate, that the ap-
proach to use the NRA R1 10 m wind speed forecast as best guess for the 10 m
wind speed within the NRA R2 reanalysis forcing field is reasonable. However,
the added value assessment should be redone with in-situ data prior to 1997,
when the SN-REMO and STD-REMO hindcasts are forced with the NRA R1,
to confirm the results presented. Furthermore, first preliminary results with the
RCM CLM forced with the ERA40 reanalysis seem to confirm the results found
in this study (not shown).

Additional uncertainties can be introduced by the different temporal and spa-
tial resolutions of the observed, reanalysed and modelled wind speeds. The 20
minute means of the NRA R1 forecast used in this study are available every 6
hours, modelled and observed means every hour. In the presented analysis the
NRA R1 was time interpolated to one hour resolution. Subsampling the modelled
and observed wind speeds to the six-hour frequency prescribed by NRA R1 is an
alternative approach. Both methods have been tested, the resulting differences
were negligible.
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Chapter 5

Outlook

5.1 Feasibility of HOAPS and QuikSCAT for

the added value assessment

Using HOAPS and QuikSCAT as an estimate of real surface marine wind speed
makes the added value assessment possible in remote areas far offshore where
in-situ wind speeds are rarely measured. Even in the North Sea, HOAPS and
QuikSCAT (when gridded) may enable a cheaper, more easy and regularly spaced
assessment than is possible with the in-situ observations, irregularly distributed
in space. However, the assessment of added value using HOAPS and QuikSCAT
as source of real surface marine wind speed is beyond the scope of this thesis. In
Chapter 3 it was already shown that both HOAPS and especially QuikSCAT give
good representation of real 10 m wind speed and are therefore principally suited
for that task. This section elaborates on this issue by additionally comparing
HOAPS and QuikSCAT with co-located NRA R1 and RCM wind speed.

5.1.1 Comparison of HOAPS, reanalysed and RCM-hindcast
wind speed

HOAPS wind speed retrievals were co-located with the 10 m wind speed obtained
from the in-situ data, SN-REMO, CLM and the NRA R1 in 1998. For that pur-
pose SN-REMO and the NRA R1 were bilinearly interpolated to the stations’
location. Furthermore the NRA R1 available every 6 hours is time interpolated
to one hour resolution. The co-location procedure is the same as explained in
section 3.1.1. The main statistics of the comparison are depicted in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1(a) confirms that the NRA R1 gives the best reproduction of observed
means for open ocean areas in 1998, which has already been shown in Chapter
4 (Figure 4.5(a)). However in the German Bight both HOAPS and the RCMs
are closer to the observed means. In the open ocean the RCMs SN-REMO and
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Figure 5.1: Comparison of HOAPS, in-situ, reanalysed and RCM-hindcast wind speed
in 1998: a) mean wind speed, b) its standard deviation, c) number of observations
and correlation coefficient r and d) Brier Skill Scores using NRA R1 time series as
reference ”forecast” and HOAPS, SN-REMO and CLM time series as ”forecast”.

CLM show strong but smaller positive biases than HOAPS. HOAPS positive bias
in the annual mean wind speed as compared with the NRA R1 is in agreement
with the findings of Meissner et al. (2001). They showed that the SSM/I’s on
F11 and F13 deliver mean biases of around 0.5 m/s as compared to the 10 m
forecasted wind speed of the NRA R1. As both F11 and F13 are incorporated
in the HOAPS-S product in 1998 and F11 is the reference satellite used for the
SSM/I intercalibration as described in Fennig (2001), at least part of the bias
arises from the biases of these SSM/I’s. While HOAPS, as a 50 km spatial av-
erage, provides a reasonable representation of observed wind speed variability as
given by the standard deviation, SN-REMO and CLM tend to overestimate it.

The correlation coefficients between the observations and HOAPS are com-
parable to those of the NRA R1, showing that both products give an equally
good representation of the temporal development of the wind field. The RCMs
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Figure 5.2: Percentile-percentile distributions of wind speed in 1998, measured (x-axis)
vs. HOAPS, NRA R1, SN-REMO and CLM (y-axis) percentiles at a) RARH and b)
Ems. The 99 dots represent the wind speed percentiles in steps of 1 percent.

show a lower correlation with observed wind speed than both HOAPS and the
reanalysis at all stations.

The BSS with HOAPS as ”forecast” and NRA R1 as reference ”forecast” fluctu-
ates around zero (Figure 5.1(d)), which means that the RMSEs between NRA R1
and in-situ wind speed and HOAPS and in-situ wind are comparable. Further-
more, it can be deduced from that figure, that the RMSE’s between the RCMs
and in-situ data are higher than those between in-situ data and both HOAPS
and the NRA R1. Thus, it can be concluded, that the NRA R1 and HOAPS give
an equally good representation of instantaneous wind speed, while the RCMs can
not retain the value of the NRA R1.

Concerning wind speed frequency distributions HOAPS can reproduce the ob-
served frequency distributions as good as the NRA R1 in the open ocean (as
depicted exemplarily for RARH in Figure 5.2(a)) and as good as the RCMs in
the coastal region, as represented by the coastal station Ems in Figure 5.2(b).
However, HOAPS gives no wind speed within 50 km distance from the coast,
which would be a major drawback in the application of HOAPS as real wind in
the added value assessment. Finally, HOAPS gives no better representation of
in-situ wind speed than the NRA R1 which limits its usefulness in the assessment.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of QuikSCAT, in-situ, reanalysed and modelled wind speed for
2002: a) mean wind speed, b) its standard deviation, c) number of observations and cor-
relation r and d) Brier Skill Scores using NRA R1 as reference ”forecast” and QS nR
(QuikSCAT without rain contaminated WVCs), QS (QuikSCAT including rain con-
taminated WVCs) and SN-REMO as ”forecast”.

5.1.2 Comparison of QuikSCAT, reanalysed and RCM-
hindcast wind speed

QuikSCAT wind speed retrievals were co-located with the 10 m wind speed ob-
tained from the in-situ data, SN-REMO and the NRA R1 in 2002. For that pur-
pose SN-REMO and the NRA R1 were bilinearly interpolated to the stations’
location. Furthermore the NRA R1 available every 6 hours is time interpolated
to one hour resolution. The co-location procedure is the same as explained in
section 3.2.1. Rain contaminated WVCs are excluded from the comparison, the
main statistics of the comparison are depicted in Figure 5.3.

As already mentioned, QuikSCAT and SN-REMO show a better agreement with
the observed mean wind and its standard deviation than the NRA R1 in 2002.
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However, SN-REMO shows lower correlation with all observations and higher
RMSE values than the NRA R1, which is equivalent to negative Brier skill scores
with SN-REMO as ”forecast” and NRA R1 as ”reference forecast”. Unlike SN-
REMO, QuikSCAT shows higher correlations than NRA R1 for all observations.

The RMSE values between QuikSCAT and the observations are, with the negligi-
ble exception of the malfunctioning buoy K5, always around or lower than 2 m/s.
Furthermore QuikSCAT has lower RMSE values than the NRA R1 which in turn
means positive Brier Skill Scores. The positive Brier Skill Scores show an im-
proved representation of the observed wind speed as by the reference ”forecast”,
the NRA R1. Even if rain contaminated WVCs are included in the comparison,
QuikSCAT gives a better representation of the observed wind speed than the
NRA R1 in five of seven cases (neglecting K5, Figure 5.3(d)).
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Figure 5.4: Percentile-percentile distributions of wind speed in 2002, measured (x-axis)
vs. QuikSCAT, NRA R1 and SN-REMO (y-axis) percentiles at a) RARH and b) Ems.

The wind speed frequency distributions of QuikSCAT are compared to those
of the NRA R1, SN-REMO and the in-situ data with the help of the quantile-
quantile plots illustrated in Figure 5.4 for RARH and Ems. The significance of
these quantile-quantile plots is very limited as each of the 99 percentiles from
the 1st to the 99th-percentile stands for just three to five observations due to the
small amount of co-located data. Under these constraints QuikSCAT shows the
highest agreement with the observed wind speed frequency distributions for all
stations.

Thus, it is concluded that QuikSCAT gives a good representation of surface
marine wind, which is better than that by the NRA R1. Therefore QuikSCAT’s
wind speed retrievals enable an assessment of the added value of RCMs over a
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much wider area and with a regular spatial coverage. A limitation to that assess-
ment is the unavailability of QuikSCAT wind speed retrievals within 30 km off
the coast.

The procedure of the added value assessment with QuikSCAT can be as fol-
lows: NRA R1’s forecasted 10 m wind speed is bilinearly interpolated onto the
grid of the RCM hindcast. It is time interpolated to the one hour resolution of the
RCM in addition. QuikSCAT is gridded taking into account wind speed retrievals
within 20 min and 12.5 km (spatial resolution of QuikSCAT’s Level 2B 12.5 km
Composite product) of a RCM grid point wind speed record. As QuikSCAT is
available since 1999, several years of gridded QuikSCAT wind speed can be com-
pared with the NRA R1 and RCM wind speed, allowing for a detailed statistical
evaluation of the value added to the NRA R1 wind speed forcing by the RCM at
every grid point.
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Appendix A

Wind properties in the North
Atlantic

The atmosphere is a fluid on a rotating sphere, where, with differential heating
near the surface, the air is constantly in motion. Winds occur on many different
spatial and temporal scales ranging from the planetary scale westerlies and the
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) to small scale downdrafts, gusts and turbu-
lence (Figure A.1). The dominant temporal modes of wind speed linked to the
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Figure A.1: Different spatial and temporal scales of atmospheric motion. c©Schlünzen
and Krell (2004), used with permission.
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scales of motion can be determined from frequency spectra (e.g. van der Hoven
1957).

In this Chapter the large-scale phenomena dominant in the North Atlantic are
described first. Following, an elaboration of the different layers of the Planetary
Boundary Layer (PBL) and the influence of stability on the vertical wind pro-
file are presented. Finally, effects of ocean-atmosphere and land-sea interaction
relevant to this study are introduced.

A.1 The large scale

Wind is generated by the sun’s differential heating of the Earth’s surface. The
amount of radiation reaching the Earth’s Surface (the radiation flux density) is
highest at the equator and lowest at the poles. Due to this imbalance, heat is
transported both by atmosphere and oceans from the low latitudes polewards.
Air is heated in the Innertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) around the equator,
rises and flows polewards forming winds in the upper troposphere. As the earth is
rotating, the moving air is deflected on the way to the poles by the Coriolis force.
On the Northern Hemisphere winds are deflected to the right, on the Southern
Hemisphere winds are deflected to the left.

The air cools on it’s way to the poles and sinks in the subtropics at around 30◦

latitude, resulting in near-surface high-pressure areas. From the high pressure re-
gions the air flows to low pressure regions, on the one hand back to the Equatorial
Low forming the Trade Winds and, on the other hand, to subpolar low pressure
areas at a latitude of about 60◦ forming the dominating southwesterly winds in
Central Europe. Large-scale meridional vacillation of the westerlies and atmo-
spheric mass between the North Atlantic regions of the subtropical anticyclone
near the Azores and the subpolar low pressure system near Iceland is described
by the North Atlantic Oscillation (e.g. Wanner et al. 2001). It is a major source
of seasonal to interdecadal variability in the worldwide atmospheric circulation
(Hurrell, 1995) and represents one of the best studied ”teleconnections” (some
authors prefer the term ”anomaly pattern” in this context; Wallace and Gutzler
1981; Kushnir and Wallace 1989) of the North Atlantic-European area (Hurrell
and van Loon 1997; Kapala et al. 1998), where it is most pronounced in winter
when the average pressure over Iceland is very low.

There are different definitions for the state of the NAO, one of them, the North
Atlantic Oscillation Index (NAOI), is the sea-level pressure difference between
2 stations situated close to the ”centres of action” over Iceland and the Azores.
Stykkisholmur (Iceland) is often used as the northern station, whereas either
Ponta Delgada (Azores, e.g. Rogers 1997), Lisbon (Portugal, Hurrell 1995) or
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Gibraltar (see Jones et al. 1997) are used as the southern station for various rea-
sons. The choice of the southern station can make some differences especially in
seasons other than winter (see Jones et al. 1997).

The NAOI is widely used as a general indicator for the strength of the westerlies
over the eastern North Atlantic and western Europe and, most importantly, for
winter climate in Europe (Hurrell and van Loon 1997; Wanner et al. 1997; WMO
1998). The SLP distribution over the North Atlantic for the positive NAO mode
(NAO+) has a well developed Icelandic Low and Azores High, associated with
stronger westerlies over the eastern North Atlantic and the European continent
(see Figure A.2). In the negative NAO mode (NAO-) the Icelandic Low and
the Azores High are rather weak, thus giving rise to reduced westerlies over the
eastern North Atlantic as depicted in Figure A.3
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A.2 Layers of the lower atmosphere and Stabil-

ity

The layers of the lower atmosphere are derived from the equation of motion for
fluids and gases, the Navier-Stokes equation. It is given by:

d�v

dt
=

∂�v

∂t
+

(
�v · �∇

)
�v = −1

ρ
�∇p + �g − 2�Ω × �v + �FR (A.1)

where

d�v
dt

the total time derivative of the velocity vector �v
∂�v
∂t

the partial time derivative of �v(
�v · �∇

)
�v change of �v due to advection

−1
ρ
�∇p the pressure gradient force

�g gravitation

−2�Ω × �v Coriolis force
�FR Friction

Scale analysis of synoptic scale motions, with a diameter of approximately 1000
km, shows that for the horizontal equations of motion the Coriolis force and the
pressure gradient force are dominant, while the time derivative and the horizon-
tal Coriolis-force term attached to the vertical wind speed component can be
neglected. It is plausible to assume that above a certain atmospheric layer at the
surface, surface friction is negligible. The friction free layer is called the Free At-
mosphere and sits on top of the Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL), in which the
surface friction is not negligible. Under these assumptions the horizontal wind
speed in the free atmosphere can be approximated by

f�k × �vH = −1

ρ
�∇Hp., (A.2)

which is known as the geostrophic approximation. This approximation implies
that the pressure gradient force is perpendicular both to the horizontal wind
speed vector �vH and the vertical unity vector �k. Thus �vH flows parallel to the
isobars and the Coriolis force acting on the wind is merely balanced by the hor-
izontal pressure gradient force. Winds following that approximation are called
geostrophic. Observations have shown that the wind in the free atmosphere
follows the geostrophic approximation very closely, especially for mid- and high-
latitudes (towards the equator the geostrophic balance becomes less useful as the
Coriolis parameter approaches zero resulting in the collapse of the Coriolis force
at the equator).

Within the PBL the flow is influenced by friction resulting from the wind speed
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Figure A.4: Schematic illustration of the Planetary Boundary Layer (PBL). The PBL
consists of the viscous layer at the bottom and the Prandtl and Ekman layers. The
heights of the layers can strongly deviate from the given average heights. The Free
Atmosphere resides on top of the PBL.

gradient between the bottom (�v = 0) and the geostrophic wind speed in the free
atmosphere. Friction can be either molecular (viscous) or turbulent. The PBL
can be divided into three layers, as depicted in Figure A.4. In the viscous layer
at the ground, the dynamics of the laminar flow is determined by molecular vis-
cosity. The thickness of the viscous layer is in the order of millimeters (Roedel,
2000). In the Prandtl Layer the dynamics are mostly governed by turbulent fric-
tion. The Ekman layer forms the transition between just friction (Prandtl Layer)
and no friction (Free Atmosphere) layers.

In the Prandtl Layer (often also referred to as surface layer) the dynamics can
be aproximated to be governed entirely by turbulent friction, which leads to a
transfer of momentum. As the downward vertical flux of horizontal momentum
due to the wind speed shear is dominant in the Prandtl Layer, the turbulent
friction �FR can be approximated by

�FR ≈ �FRH = (FRX , FRY , 0) = (
∂τxz

∂z
,
∂τyz

∂z
, 0),

where τxz and τxz are the vertical fluxes of the zonal and meridional components
of momentum. Assuming a stationary flow and the negligibility of other forces
besides the turbulent friction, �FRH leads to the following simplified equation of
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motion for the Prandtl Layer:

0 = �FRH = −∂τ

∂z
, => τ = const

meaning that the downward vertical momentum flux is constant within the
Prandtl Layer. As τ ∼ const if

Δz · ∂τ

∂z
� τ (A.3)

holds, it is possible to derive an upper limit of the thickness Δz of the Prandtl
Layer. According to Roedel (2000) the thickness of the Prandtl Layer is a maxi-
mum of 100 m but usually less.

The Ekman Layer forms the transition between the free atmosphere above, gov-
erned by the geostrophic approximation, and the Prandtl Layer below, governed
by turbulent friction. Thus the three dominant forces in the Ekman Layer are
the pressure gradient, the Coriolis and the turbulent friction forces. As the wind
speed is decreasing from the geostrophic wind speed in the free atmosphere down-
wards, the Coriolis force, being proportional to the wind speed, decreases too,
leading to a decreasing downward deflection of the wind direction. Consequently
the wind direction turns, forming a spiral, which is named after Ekman who
described the spiral mathematically for both the surface and bottom layers of
the oceans. The mathematical description of the Ekman spiral (Ekman, 1905)
is also valid for the planetary boundary layer of the atmosphere. The graphical
representation is depicted in Figure A.5.

The dampening influence of the friction on the Coriolis force is therefore re-
sponsible for the surface wind direction being 45◦ to the left of the geostrophic
wind direction in the free atmosphere. The geostrophic westerlies leave their im-
print at the surface as southwesterlies, the dominating surface winds in Central
Europe. This wind direction change occurs above the Prandtl Layer. Within the
Prandtl Layer the Coriolis force is negligible and therefore the wind direction can
be considered constant, which can also be inferred from Figure A.5.

Usually when near-surface wind speeds of different observations/products have to
be compared, they have to be converted from the varying measurement heights
to one comparison level. This conversion can only be done when the vertical
wind speed profile is known, which most often is not the case. However, if the
stability of the atmosphere can be determined, Monin-Obukhov-similarity the-
ory (Monin and Obukhov, 1954) delivers estimations of the vertical wind speed
profile within the Prandtl Layer. The stability of the atmosphere is the tendency
of an air parcel to move vertically, following an initial dislocation (up or down).
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Figure A.5: The Ekman spiral describes the wind direction deflection and wind speed
decrease from the geostrophic wind speed vg at the PBL/Free Atmosphere border (≈
1000 m) towards �v = 0 at the surface.

Resulting temperature differences between an air parcel and its surrounding lead
to density differences and thus to buoyancy forces in upward or downward di-
rection. For instance, if an air parcel is dislocated upwards (e.g. by turbulance)
and is denser/lighter than the surrounding, it will continue rising (sink back to
its original level) and the atmosphere is said to be unstable (stable). If the air
parcel stays at its new level after the vertical dislocation, the atmosphere is said
to be neutrally stable. In an unstable atmosphere turbulence is amplified and
thus stronger upper level wind speeds can penetrate deeper towards the surface
strongly reducing the wind shear. On the other hand in case of a stable stratifi-
cation of the atmosphere turbulence is suppressed and wind shear is high.

According to the similarity theory of Monin and Obukhov (1954), which is valid
for the Prandtl Layer only, the vertical wind speed profile for all stratifications
is given by the log-linear wind speed profile

u(z) =
u∗
κ

[
ln(

z

z0

) − Ψ(
z

L
)

]
, (A.4)

where u(z) is the wind speed at height z above ground level, z0 is the surface
roughness length, κ is the von Kármán constant with a value of 0.40 and u∗ is
the so called friction velocity related to the surface stress τ through the definition

u∗ ≡
(

τ

ρ

)1/2

,

where ρ is the air density. The stability-dependent profile function Ψ( z
L
) is a

function of the inverse of the Monin-Obukhov length scale L, which itself is a
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measure for stability. After Paulson (1970) and Businger et al. (1971) it is given
for stable and neutral stratification by

Ψ(
z

L
) = −4, 7 · z

L
for z/L > 0 (stable)

Ψ(
z

L
) = 0 for z/L = 0 (neutral). (A.5)

In case of an unstable stratification ( z
L

< 0) it is

Ψ(
z

L
) = 2 ln

(
1 + x

2

)
+ ln

(
1 + x2

2

)
− 2arctan(x) +

π

2
.

with x = 1/Φ(z/L) and Φ( z
L
) = (1 − 15z/L)1/4 after Businger et al. (1971).

In the case of a neutrally stable Prandtl Layer the log-linear wind speed pro-
file simplifies to the logarithmic wind speed profile

u(z) =
u∗
κ

ln
z

z0

. (A.6)

With its help and one known wind speed, the complete vertical wind speed profile
can be calculated by

u(z1)

u(z2)
=

ln z1/z0

ln z2/z0

. (A.7)

For instance, consider a wind speed of u = 1 m/s in an altitude z2 = 10 m and
a roughness length z0=0.03 m. The wind speed in 50 m can be calculated with
Equation (A.7) as

u(50m) = 1m/s · ln 50/0.03

ln 10/0.03

 1.28m/s

Using the inverse Monin-Obukhov length as stability criteria, the vertical wind
profile is found to be neutral during half of the time at the metmast FINO in the
North Sea (Kay Sušelj, University of Oldenburg, ForWind, pers. comment). 34
% of all investigated profiles were unstable and 16% stable.

A.3 Ocean-Atmosphere and Land-Sea Effects

Usually surface roughness of the sea is low compared to land surfaces, but in
contrast to land it is not constant. Instead, it depends on the wave field present,
which in turn depends on wind speed, upstream fetch (distance to coast), water
depth, etc. The most widely used description of z0 at sea is the Charnock-relation
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(Charnock, 1955)

z0 = zch
u2
∗

g
, (A.8)

where zch ≈ 0.01 is the empirically derived Charnock parameter. Several other
models have been proposed, relating z0 to wave age, wave steepness or fetch in
addition (e.g., Johnson et al. 1998; Taylor and Yelland 2001; Lange et al. 2001).

The stability of the marine surface layer is strongly influenced by the underlying
water body. While the surface layer is most often neutrally stratified as observed
from measurements (e.g., Edson and Fairall 1998), the evaporation of sea water
increases air humidity and has thus a potentially destabilizing influence on the
surface layer (through release of latent heat). The surface layer tends to become
unstable especially if cooler air resides over comparatively warmer sea water. In
contrast, warmer air over a cooler sea surface is stabilized. Thus humidity and
the air and sea temperatures are important for marine surface stability and wind
speed profile determination.

Diurnal variabilities in wind speed due to sea-breezes play a noticeable role in
coastal regions (e.g. Mostovoy et al. 2005). A sea-breeze, or onshore breeze, is
often oberved in late spring and summer and is formed by increasing tempera-
ture differences between the land and water. The air rises over the land due to
its relative warmth and forces higher pressure, cooler air from the sea to move
inland. The opposite phenomenon is called land-breeze and often occurs in late
autumn and winter especially during nights, when air sinks over the relatively
cold land and rises over the warmer sea.

According to Csanady (1974) a capping inversion might develop, when warm
air is advected over colder water. The air below the capping inversion is con-
stantly cooled by the water and gradually develops into a well-mixed layer with
near-neutral stratification. The theory by Csanady (1974) offers a qualitative
explanation for wind speed profiles measured at the metmast Rødsand in the
Baltic Sea (Lange et al., 2004).
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Appendix B

Change in Reanalysis forcing and
Homogeneity

For both SN-REMO and STD-REMO hindcasts a change in the reanalysis forcing
was necessary. Due to an unresolved compatibility issue between the NRA R1
and the REMO preprocessor, both STD-REMO and SN-REMO are forced with
the NRA R2 from March 1997 onwards. SN-REMO and STD-REMO are driven
with the NRA R1 until February 1997 and this change in forcing may cause in-
homogeneities.

On the one hand, the change of reanalysis forcing at the lateral boundaries may
affect the homogeneity of the STD-REMO and SN-REMO hindcasts. On the
other hand, the reanalysis forcing change may lead to an inhomogeneity in SN-
REMO, as the origin of the large-scale horizontal wind speed components, nudged
in the interior above 850 hPa, also changes from NRA R1 to NRA R2. However,
there are arguments for both effects to be small. In general, the NRA R1 and
NRA R2 reanalyses should show very high agreement as very similar data is
assimilated. This is the case especially for the investigated area with a dense ob-
servation network. Furthermore, using the cyclone tracking algorithm by Hoskins
and Hodges (2002, 2005), Bromwich et al. (2007) showed in an intercomparison
of three different reanalyses (NRA R1, ERA40 and JRA-25, for the latter see
Onogi et al. 2005) that there is strong agreement throughout the full reanalysis
period in the Northern Hemiphere, both for the cyclone intensity distribution
and direct reanalysis-to-reanalysis cyclone matching.

After a closer look on the spectral nudging method, it is discussed to what extent
SN-REMO might be affected by the change of the reanalysis forcing.

95
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B.1 A closer look on spectral nudging

Differing from the standard approach, the forcing in the spectral nudging tech-
nique proposed by von Storch et al. (2000) is not only stipulated at the lateral
boundaries, but also in the interior. The basic assumption behind the spectral
nudging method is, that both the global model (the reanalysis) and the regional
model have two spatial scale domains, that, due to their spatial resolution, can
be modelled with different skillfulness: A large-scale spatial domain that is well
resolved and a small-scale domain that is insufficiently resolved. von Storch et al.
(2000) have high confidence in the large-scale domain of the reanalysis which is
supported by data assimilation. Thus, where the well resolved large-scale do-
mains of the reanalysis and the RCM overlap, the RCM should be similar to the
reanalysis. For smaller scales, which cannot be resolved by the reanalysis but by
the RCM, von Storch et al. (2000) believe the RCM may add value (see Figure
B.1).

Figure B.1: Spectral Domains of the Reanalysis and the RCM ( c©Frauke Feser, used
with permission).

In the spectral nudging approach the horizontal wind components above the
850 hPa level inside the integration area are forced to be close to the reanalysis
for large scales, whereas smaller scales are left to be determined by the regional
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model (von Storch et al., 2000). The method of von Storch et al. (2000) was
applied by Feser et al. (2001) for the SN-REMO simulation used in this study.
Here, this method is briefly described.

For every time step t the horizontal and vertical characteristics of the horizontal
wind speed components of the SN-REMO simulation are spectrally decomposed
after von Storch et al. (2000) using a Fourier expansion:

Ψ (λ, φ, t) =

Jm,Km∑
j=−Jm,k=−Km

αm
j,k (t) exp(ijλ/Lλ) exp(ikφ/Lφ) (B.1)

with zonal coordinates λ, zonal wavenumbers j and zonal extension of the area
Lλ. Meridional coordinates are denoted by φ, meridional wavenumbers by k, and
the meridional extension by Lφ. For REMO, the number of zonal and meridional
wavenumbers is Jm and Km and αm

j,k are the Fourier coefficients (for details refer
to von Storch et al. 2000 and Feser et al. 2001)

A similar expansion is done for the reanalysis. For that purpose its horizon-
tal wind speed components are bilinearly interpolated onto the RCM grid, in
the case of the SN-REMO simulation onto the 81 x 91 grid boxes with a hor-
izontal resolution of 0.5◦. Additionally the reanalysis wind speed components
are time interpolated to the one hour resolution of REMO. The coefficients of
the expansion are labeled αa

j,k. The number of reasonable zonal and meridional
wavenumbers of the reanalysis Ja and Ka are smaller than the ones of REMO,
as the horizontal wind speed components originate from a coarser grid.

After the determination of the Fourier coefficients, von Storch et al. (2000) nudge
the SN-REMO wind speed components towards the NRA R1 (NRA R2 from
March 1997 ) by adding nudging coefficients ηj,k to Equation B.1:

Ψ (λ, φ, t) =

Ja,Ka∑
j=−Ja,k=−Ka

(
αm

j,k (t) + ηj,k

[
αa

j,k (t) − αm
j,k (t)

])
exp(ijλ/Lλ) exp(ikφ/Lφ).

(B.2)
For ηj,k = 1 the value of the respective sinusoidal component function of SN-
REMO is identical to that of the reanalysis, for ηj,k = 0 it will be completely
determined by SN-REMO which is the desired property for small scales. In the
SN-REMO simulation wave numbers of j ≥ 4 (smaller than 90x50km/4=1125
km) in north-south direction and k ≥ 6 (smaller than 80x50km/6=667 km) in
the east-west direction were considered as small scale, thus ηj,k = 0.

According to von Storch et al. (2000) the confidence in the reanalysis increases
with height. Additionally, they intended to leave more room to the regional model
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to develop its own dynamics for lower levels, where regional geographic features
become more important. Thus for large scales (j < 4, larger than 1500 km, k < 6,
larger than 800 km) they have chosen a height-dependent nudging-coefficient,

η0(p) =

{
α

(
1 − p

850hPa

)2
for p < 850hPa

0 for p > 850hPa
(B.3)

B.2 Effects of the change in reanalysis forcing

on the SN-REMO hindcast

To judge whether an inhomogeneity in the spectrally nudged SN-REMO simu-
lation exists due to the reanalysis change, the large-scale horizontal wind speed
components of both reanalyses are compared at 500 and 850 hPa. The focus is
put on the large-scale horizontal wind speed components of both reanalyses as the
spectral nudging takes place for the large scales only. Furthermore, the 850 and
500 hPa levels are chosen, because the 850 hPa level forms the lower boundary
of the height depending nudging scheme, while the 500 hPa level is within the
spectral nudging domain (see Equation B.3).

Following the methodology of von Storch et al. (2000) the horizontal wind speed
components at 850 and 500 hPa of both the NRA R1 and NRA R2, which were
extracted from http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/, are spectrally decomposed. The spa-
tial scale separation is carried out within the area between 20◦W and 25◦E and
40◦N and 75◦N for 1998. For that purpose a two dimensional Fourier Filter was
applied on the wind speed components and the wave numbers beyond 4 (< 760
km) in the zonal and 5 (< 801 km) in the meridional domain were not considered
in the Fourier composition of the spectral components.

The mean large-scale horizontal wind speed components at every grid point are
averaged over the entire area (20◦W - 25◦E, 40◦N - 75◦N) and listed in Table B.1
for both reanalyses. In addition the spatial means of the standard deviation of
the wind speed σ and the RMSE between NRA R1 and NRA R2 are given. While
the mean and variances show a reasonable agreement among both reanalyses, the
spatial mean of the RMSE amounts to almost 0.9 m/s. For 1998 the temporal
evolution of the spatial RMSE between the low-pass filtered (large-scale) u com-
ponents from NRA R1 and NRA R2 at 500 hPa (black) is depicted in Figure
B.2. The analog time series for v is highlighted in green in the same figure. The
spatial RMSE is approximately 0.9 m/s in average, with higher values during
winter time. Several events with a higher spatial RMSE can be seen, with an
outstanding event on 16th March 1998 at 6 am. The unfiltered wind speed (ff)
and its horizontal components (u and v) are illustrated for the time of the event
in Figure B.3 and for an average spatial RMSE situation one day before on the
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Table B.1: Comparison of the horizontal wind speed components u and v from both the
NRA R1 and NRA R2 at 500 and 850 hPa within 20◦W - 25◦E, 40◦N - 75◦N in 1998.
The spatial average of the means and standard deviations σ at every grid point is listed.
The RMSE between NRA R1 and NRA R2 is given as spatial average, too.

500 hPa 850 hPa
u [m s−1] v [m s−1] u [m s−1] v [m s−1]

NRA R1: mean 8.25 -0.46 3.20 0.12
NRA R2: mean 8.27 -0.46 3.16 0.23
bias 0.03 0.00 -0.05 0.11
NRA R1: σ 10.96 10.81 7.39 6.86
NRA R2: σ 10.95 10.80 7.29 6.86
spatial mean of RMSE 0.86 0.86 0.87 0.87

15th March 1998 at 6am in Figure B.4. On the 16th of March at 06:00 large dif-
ferences of up to 10 m/s occur for the wind speed and its horizontal components,
with the wind speed of the NRA R2 at 500 hPa being up to 10 m s−1 stronger
than that of the NRA R1 north of Scotland due to a stronger horizontal pressure
gradient in that area (not shown).

Although these single events occur in the large-scale horizontal wind compo-
nents above 850 hPa, it is unclear how they affect the circulation pattern and
the surface marine wind speed of the spectrally nudged hindcasts. So far, it can-
not be fully assessed whether SN-REMO is inhomogeneous due to the change in
reanalysis forcing. A more detailed investigation with two SN-REMO hindcasts,
one driven with the NRA R1 and the other with the NRA R2 for an overlapping
period, is necessary but beyond the scope of this thesis.
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Figure B.2: time series of spatial RMSE between u (black) and v (green) components
from NRA R1 and NRA R2 reanalyses at 500 hPa for low pass filtered u and v com-
ponents. High RMSE event on 16th March at 6am.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure B.3: Wind speed (top row) and its u (middle) and v (bottom) components at 500 hPa from NRA R1 (left
panel) and NRA R2 (middle panel) reanalyses on 16th March at 6am. The right panel shows the differences.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure B.4: wind speed (top row) and its u (middle) and v (bottom) components at 500 hPa from NCEP/NCAR
(left panel) and NCEP/DOE II reanalyses (middle panel) on 15th March at 6am. The right panel shows the
differences.
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